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Defendant: Martinez-Gonzalez, Raul 
User: COOPE 























































New Case Filed-Felony 
Prosecutor assigned Grant Loebs 
Criminal Complaint 
Judge 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Affidavit In Support Of Complaint Or Warrant For Thomas D. Kershaw 
Arrest Jr. 
Twin Falls County Jail Packett 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 11/06/2009 
08:15 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Arraignment/ First Appearance 
Notification Of Rights Felony 
Twin Falls County Public Defender 
Application*** Appointed*** 
Court Minutes 
Order to Appear 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
BOND SET: at 5000.00 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Request For Discovery/defendant Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Response To Request For Discovery/defendant Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Court Minutes Roy Holloway 
Hearing result for Preliminary held on 11/06/2009 Roy Holloway 
08:15 AM: Continued 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 11/13/2009 Roger Harris 
08:15 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
Response To Request For Discovery/plaintiff G. Richard Bevan 
Request For Discovery/plaintiff G. Richard Bevan 
Order Holding Defendant To Answer To District Roger Harris 
Court 
Court Minutes Roger Harris .~ 0 0 r·, 
, \ " 
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Hearing result for Preliminary held on 11/13/2009 Roger Harris 
08:15 AM: Bound Over (after Prelim) 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 11/23/2009 
08:30 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
Information for a Felony, Namely: Possession of a G. Richard Bevan 
Controlled Substance 
Hearing result for Arraignment held on 
11/23/2009 08:30 AM: Arraignment/ First 
Appearance 
Court Minutes 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Appear & Plead Not Guilty 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 01/11/2010 09:30 
AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
Motion To Dismiss or Suppress and G. Richard Bevan 
Memorandum in Support 
Motion for Preparation of Transcript at County G. Richard Bevan 
Expense 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress G. Richard Bevan 
12/15/2009 11 :00 AM) 
Order for Preparation of Transcript at County G. Richard Bevan 
Expense 
Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
Stipulation To Continue Motion To Suppress G. Richard Bevan 
Hearing 
Order To Continue Motion to Suppress Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
Continued (Motion to Suppress 02/23/2010 
04:00 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Transcript Filed of preliminary hearing held 
11/13/09 
Acknowledgment Of Service 
Hearing result for Status held on 01/11/2010 
09:30 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Court Minutes 
Supplemental Response To Request For 
Discovery 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
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Hearing result for Motion to Suppress held on G. Richard Bevan 
02/23/2010 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Helt 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Court Minutes 
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss or Suppress 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 04/05/2010 09:30 
AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
Supplemental Response To Request For G. Richard Bevan 
Discovery 
Hearing Scheduled (Change of Plea 03/22/2010 G. Richard Bevan 
10:00 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
Hearing result for Change of Plea held on G. Richard Bevan 
03/22/2010 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing Helt 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Hearing result for Status held on 04/05/2010 
09:30 AM: Hearing Vacated (Change of Plea 
done) 
Court Minutes 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
Guilty Plea Or Admission Of Guilt G. Richard Bevan 
Guilty Plea Advisory G. Richard Bevan 
Offer G. Richard Bevan 
Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered G. Richard Bevan 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 05/17/2010 G. Richard Bevan 
01 :30 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
Presentence Report G. Richard Bevan 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 05/17/2010 G. Richard Bevan 
01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Maureen Newton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Court Minutes 
Probation Ordered (137-2732(C)(1) Controlled 
Substance-Possession of) Probation term: 5 
years. (Supervised) 
Sentenced To Pay Fine (137-2732(C)(1) 
Controlled Substance-Possession of) 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
Date: 7/13/201 O 
Time: 04:54 PM 
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Sentenced To Incarceration (137-2732(C)(1) G. Richard Bevan 
Controlled Substance-Possession of) 
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 2 
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 3 years. 
Order of Restitution G. Richard Bevan 
Judgment Of Conviction Upon a Plea of Guilty to G. Richard Bevan 
One Felony Count, Suspending Sentence and 
Order Placing Defendant on Probation 
NOTICE OF APPEAL G. Richard Bevan 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Notice And Order Appointing State Appellate 
Public Defender In Direct Appeal 
Special Progress Report 
Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal 
Supreme Court Document Filed- Clerk's 
Certificate Filed 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
G. Richard Bevan 
Supreme Court Document Filed- Notice of Appeal G. Richard Bevan 
Filed (T) 
Notice of Reporter's Transcript Lodged G. Richard Bevan 
Lodged: Transcript 02/23/10 Motion to Suppress G. Richard Bevan 
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
DISTRICT COURT 
TWl1'l FALLS CO. !O.t\HO 
FlLEO 
2009 OCT 26 AM! 1: 07 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 


















Personally appears before me this i.JI_ day of October, 2009, Melissa Kippes, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney, Twin Falls County, State of Idaho, and presents this complaint, pursuant to 
Idaho Criminal Rule 3 and based upon the attached sworn affidavit, that RAUL MARTIJ\JEZ-
GONZALEZ, did commit the following: 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - I 
1 
troc 10 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony, LC. 37-2732(c)(l) 
That the Defendant, RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, on or about the 24th day of 
October, 2009, in the County of Twin Falls, State ofldaho, did unlawfully possess a controlled 
substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine and/or Amphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, in 
violation ofldaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(l). 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and 
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State ofldaho. 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Signed before me this L lo day of October, 2009. 
Judge 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 2 
"000 11 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 
0!!5 TRiCT COURT 
TV•/;?! FA.LLS CO. !O.i\HO 
0906044 FILED 
2009 OCT 25 AM I l: 
nv 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DTST~~~--.i;;w.....-
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 





















AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
COMPLAINT 
----------------
STATE OF IDAHO, 
County of Twin Falls 
ss. 
I, Harbans Thiara Jr., being first duly sworn, state 
that my answers to the questions asked by the Court with reference 
to said Complaint are as follows: 
1. Did you personally observe the act (s) being committed as 
alleged in the Complaint? 
ANSWER: Yes. 
2. Please state the information which gives you reason to believe 





ANSWER: On October 24 th , 2009 at 2231 hours at 1122 Washington St. 
S. in the City and County of Twin Falls, State of Idaho I stopped 
a blue Chevy Lumina for suspicion of DUI. Officer Preston 
Stephenson and I had originally responded to the area for a 
suspicious incident. We were told that there was a group of people 
who were causing a disturbance and were believed to be coming and 
going to the laundry room. When we went to the area of concern 
there was a blue car that had three males who had been in the 
vehicle drinking several Budweiser beers which were open. Officer 
Stephenson and I advised the male in the front seat, who later 
verbally identified himself as Raul Martinez-Gonzalez to walk 
home. When we were walking back to our patrol cars the blue Chevy 
car started and began to drive towards apartment 37. I then got 
into my patrol car and initiated a traffic stop in front of 
apartment 37. 
When I spoke with Raul I asked him why he drove when he was 
told to walk home. Raul said his house was not that far so he 
drove and admitted that he was told to walk home. I then had Raul 
step out of the vehicle as I was going to administer Field 
Sobriety tests. I told Raul to keep his head straight and to 
follow my finger with his eyes and eyes only. Raul would not 
follow my finger and was told several times he needed to follow my 
finger. I advised Raul that if he could not complete the test he 
would be arrested for refusing to complete the test. Raul once 
again did not follow my finger and was placed in custody for 
suspicion of DUI. Raul then began to ask for another chance and 
said he could do the test. I transported Raul to the Twin Falls 
County Jail. When Raul was being patted down at the Twin Falls 
County Jail Deputy John Hubbard found a small baggie that was in 
Raul's sweater pocket. The small clear baggie had a crystal like 
rock substance, due to my training and experience as a Police 
Officer I determined to be Methamphetamine. Deputy Hubbard said he 
saw the small baggie in a small pocket which was inside the 




said it was Meth. Raul told me that he had bought the substance 
from somebody in Jerome in front of the Wal-mart, and that the 
person he bought it from was sitting in their car. 
I administered the Intoxilyzer 5000 and Raul submitted 
samples of .01/.01. Raul was not charged with DUI, but due to the 
discovery of the crystal like substance he was charged with 
possession of Methamphetamine. I left Raul in the custody of the 
Twin Falls Jail staff and returned to the Twin Falls Police 
Department to test the substance. I tested the crystal like rock 
substance with the Nark 15 test kit for Methamphetamine. Following 
the instructions of the test the substance tested positive for 
Methamphetamine. The substance had a net weight of .2 grams with 
the clear plastic baggie that it was inside of. I then placed the 





further information do you have giving you reasonable 
to believe that the Defendant committed the crime(s) 
ANSWER: Raul admitted that the substance was his and that it was 
Methamphetamine. 
4. Do you believe a warrant should be issued? 
ANSWER: No. 
5. Set out any information you have, and its source, as to why a 
warrant instead of a summons should be issued? 
ANSWER: 
See attached Warrant Information Page. 
- AFFIDAVIT 
3 
:· 0 0 0 14 
DATED this 25ili day of October, 2009. 
Affiant 
Subscribed to and sworn before me this 25 th day of 
October, 2009. 
4 
J. K. WILSON 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
- AFFIDAVIT 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Residing at: Twin Falls 
My commission expires:10/2/14 
nooo 15 
WARRANT INFORMATION 
DEFENDANT(S) Raul, Martinez-Gonzalez 
Factors to be considered in setting bond on Warrant. 
1. The residence of the Defendant. 
1122 Washington St. S. 37 Twin Falls Id, 83301 
2. The employment of the Defendant. 
Unemployed. 
3. The family relationship of the Defendant in the Community. 
4. The past history of response of the Defendant to legal 
process. 
See attached criminal history. 
5. The past criminal record of the Defendant. 
See attached criminal history. 
6. The nature of the offense charged. 
Possession of Methamphetamine. 
7. Whether there 
Defendant will flee 
Summons. 
No. 
is reasonable cause 
prosecution or will 
to believe that the 
fail to respond to a 




OJ STRICT COURT 
TWIN FALLS CO. IDAHO 
FILED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DIST..ffl&.Tnr,1-?6 plstl, 2: IO 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWftqJj!:-6:M!S'- 11 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION BY ____ ---,._ 
CLERK. STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 







'2'l ,i;r,·,,,, :r.. -GMµa le.:; Rc,Jtt 
Defendant. ) 
The purpose of this initial appearance is to advise you of your rights and charge(s) against you. 
You have the right to be represented by an attorney at all times. 
If you want an attorney, but cannot pay for one, the court will appoint one to help you. If you are 
found guilty or plead guilty, you may be ordered to reimburse Twin Falls County for the cost of 
your defense. 
You have the right to remain silent. Any statement you make could be used against you. 
You have the right to bail. 
You have the right to a preliminary hearing before a judge. 
The purpose of a preliminary hearing is to determine whether probable cause exists to believe 
you have committed the crime(s) charged. A preliminary hearing is not a trial to decide guilt or 
innocence. 
You can cross-examine all witnesses who testify against you. 
You can present evidence, testify yourself if you wish, and have witnesses ordered to testify by 
subpoena. 
If the court finds probable cause exists that you committed the crime(s) charged, or if you waive 
your preliminary hearing, you will be sent to the District Court for arraignment. 
If you have any questions about the charge(s), about your rights or the court process, don't hesitate to 
speak up. It is important that you understand. 
Acknowledgment of Rights 
I have read this entire document and I understand these rights as set forth above. 




NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS--1 Interpreted by: 
Idaho State Certified Court Interpreter 
Mary Jo Palma ,, 0 0 n 
t l,, u 17 
DIS'TRICT COURT 
TW 1N FALLS CO. IOAHO 
FILED 
2009 OCT 26 PM 2: I 0 
Date Joj~/af 
.1udge l<-erSb «(.,j 
State ofldaho 
"tR«,~ I 
DlJ Appeared in person JQ. Bond f/i-l]j(J_ D per warrant D Agent's warrant D OR release D Court Compliance program 
fi Failed to appear D Wa1Tant issued I D Walk In Arraignment/Summons D Bond previously posted 
~omplaint read ~.Probation violation rea~ D Defendant waived reading of probation violation 
rights and penalties give~Rights form signe~Rights and penalties understood 
._Q Defendant waived counsel D Private counsel ________________ D to hire 
fl Public defender appointed D Public defender denied D Public defender confirmed/continued 
D Plead not guilty 
D Plead guilty 
D Court accepted plea 
D PY-admit 
D PY-deny 
0 SEE SENTENCING MINUTES 
D Pretrial _______________________ _ 
D Cami trial ______________________ _ 
. Q Sentencin 0g ___ -i-c~1h---+~--~-c"-+--,~~~r"'-~~-----
'glprelim __ __,,_I, 1-t-l -lo+-'<j c,,;--'P+--1 -+-'<(!£1---r). ._r5_,__·._._1 :i~a f'Y)r-+-_,___-
i::::i Fugitive (identity) ____ t _______________ _ 
D Arraignment _____________________ _ 
D Hearing to be set 
D Admit/Deny set ____________________ _ 
D Evidentiary set ____________________ _ 
D Disposition set ____________________ _ 
D Status set ______________________ _ 
Conditions of bond/OR release/probation: D AGENT'S WARRANT-To be replaced in 72 hours or defendant to be released 
~heck in with public defender immediately upon release 
D Check in with court compliance officer; Pay costs associated with court compliance D SCRAM unit authorized 
D Cmui entered no contact order 
_:jZ[Border patrol hold 
D Do not enter country illegally. 
-coc 18 
DISTRICT COURT 
TWiN FALLS CO. ID AHO 
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF "FHE.EO 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TV\ll.N FALLS 
ZUU9 OCT 26 PM 2= I 0 













BY _____ _ 
Case No: CR-2009~;0 
ORDER TO APPEAR vs. 
Raul Martinez-Gonzalez, 
1122 Washington St S #37 
Twin Falls ID 83301 
Defendant. 
You, Raul Martinez-Gonzalez, the above named Defendant are notified and ordered to comply as 
follows: 
1. To personally appear at th.e_Public Defender's Qffice, located at 231 4th Avenue North, 
Twin Falls, Idaho, on ommemately Upon Release , 20 ___ at 
____ a.m./p.m. unless private counsel has been retained. 
2. To keep the Public Defender's Office notified of your residential address, mailing 
address, phone number and place of employment. 
3. To personally appear at and to keep each appointment with your Public Defender and 
the Court. 
FAILURE TO COI\/IPL Y WITH THIS ORDER will result in the forfeiture of any bail posted or the 
revocation of your recognizance release, a warrant for your arrest and may result in the filing of 
contempt charges. 
GOOD CAUSE HAVING BEEN SHOWN, the Public Defender of Twin Falls County is hereby 
appointed to represent you. You may be ordered to reimburse Twin Falls County Idaho for all or 
part of the cost of legal representation. 
Dated this 26th day of October, 2009. 
Copies to: ~ublic Def~r 
rosecut9'" 
--+Defendant 
ORDER TO APPEAR - 1 
::o.l~~ 
Judge 
,, 0 0 0 1 ~3 
IN THE J COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIA,._ ICT DISTF~ICT ,. __ 
OF THE STAlE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FAL(eau ~fth Judicia~iU~T 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION " ofTw;n Fa11,~. s~ istnct 
.ate of Idaho 
. MINUTES FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING NOV O 6 200
9 
JUDGE Af/~~ 
DEPUTY CLER; LAle'-.5 
CASE# C~ cJ 2- //.$-d C 
COURTROOM: _ __,,...___ ____ _ 





r{fkJ @~£Nee- G;;vza k~ A TTY: _?-_~_f_e_r______c__.~-------=-CJL-=--/-~=--=L'------
Defendant. 
D In Custody D Not Present D Failed to Appeamaa 
THE DEFENDANT IS CHARGED WITH: _____________________ _ 
?ass~ss <J.n-l&/kci cltf).s/4~~ 
COURT REVIEWED THE FILE. 
COURT READ THE COMPLAINT. ___ COUNSEL WAIVED READING. 
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ORDER HOLDING 
DEFENDANT TO ANSWER TO 
DISTRICT COURT 
______________ ) 
Defendant having freely, knowingly and voluntarily waived a preliminary 
hearing, I order that defendant be held to answer to the charge(s) of: 
I37-2732(C)(1) Controlled Substance-Possession of in the District Court. 
From the evidence presented, I find that the offense(s) of: 
. I37-2732(C)(1) Controlled Substance-Possession of has/have been 
committed and there is sufficient cause to believe the defendant is guilty 
thereof. I order that defendant be held to answer in the District Court. 
DATED_~---~-~--~ ___ /_J __ 
1
_"'2e>_~j 
CC: Grant Loebs 
Marilyn Paul 
~----
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COURT ACCEPTED WAIVER. 
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STATE/ DEFENSE REQUESTED A CONTINUANCE. 
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STATE DISMISSED THE CHARGE(S) __________________ _ 
STATE REDUCED THE CHARGE(S) TO: _________________ _ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUJ\TTY OF TWIN FALLS 






RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR 09-11300 
INFORMATION FOR A FELONY, NAMELY: 
Possession of a Controlled Substance 
DOB: 
SSN: 
Leah Fredback, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Twin Falls County, State ofldaho, who 
in the name and by the authority of said State, prosecutes in its behalf, in proper person, comes 
now into said District Court of the County of Twin Falls, State ofldaho, and gives the Court to 
understand and be informed that RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, the above-named defendant, 
is accused by this Information of the crime of POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE, a Felony. 
Information - 1 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony, I.C. 37-2732(c)(l) 
That the Defendant, RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, on or about the 24th day of 
October, 2009, in the County of Twin Falls, State ofldaho, did unlawfully possess a controlled 
substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine and/or Amphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, in 
violation ofldaho Code Section 3 7-2732( c )(1 ). 
DATED this .l]_ day ofNovember, 2009. 
Information - 2 
1 000 25 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the f q day of _ __,_{\_.,.__,{OV""-...c.__c..' __ , 2009, I served a copy of the 
foregoing Information, thereof into the mail slot for The Office of the Public Defender located 
at the District Court Services Office and for delivery on the regular delivery route made every 
morning and afternoon to all Courthouse offices receiving mail from the Prosecutor's Office. 
Infonnation - 3 
1 000 26 
DIS [HiC 1 couFn 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FITH JUDICIAL DISTR1ffil~tfA:_k~~-~0. IDt,HO 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS. it_:·_,.,: 
JUDGE ~e.:\l D...v\ 
~~~~~T~~~Tfil&'4le~ 
COUITTROOM# _________ _ 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
vs. 
~ {\,\OJh"t'\.c.-z_ -
PM 12: 09 
------ -·· > -
CL( t\'.· 
~EFENDANT IN CUSTODY 
[\('.ARRAIGNMENT [] STATUS [] CHANGE OF PLEA [] SENTENCING [] OTHER ________ _ 
[~efendant ~ 
APPEARANCES:E 
[..YDef. Atty P~.fir 7A-c.;t-Ch 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[~ros. Atty t:J\t,tiSSA,. Kipp<S 
[]Other ______________ _ 
[\1Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to be represented by counsel 
[-rDefendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties 
[~efendant indicated he/she understands 
[] Waived right to counsel-------~] Waived reading of information 
[.f'Court appointed Public Defender [] Confirmed [] Conflict [] Court denied Court appointed counsel 
.:,J{- ENTRY OF NOT GUil TY: ____ Days for trial (£ q ·,3() 
T [] SetforJuryTrial _____ ]Pretrial _________ [,tS'tatus \-I\~ \D discovery deadline __ _ 
y ENTRY OF GUil TY PLEA: [] Defendant duly sworn in and testified. 
[] Charge amended ____________ _ Plea to ______________________ _ 
[] Enters plea freely & voluntarily with knowledge of consequence [] Drug Court []Status ______ _ 
[] Plea of guilty accepted by Court [] Pre-sentence investigation report ordered [] Sentencing date _____________ _ 
[] I.C.19-2524 [] Updated PSR [] Alcohol eval [] Controlled substance eval [] Mental Health eval [] Psychosexual eval 
BAIL: I] Counsel addressed court. 
[] Released on O.R. [ ] Released back on probation [] Bail set at_____ [] Court Compliance Program [] Bond condition order signed 
[] Motion for bond reduction denied [] UA _____ per week [] Reside at ________________ _ 
SENTENCE: [] Counsel gave recommendations to the court. 
[] Penitentiary _____ Determinate ______ Indeterminate _____ [] Concurrent with ___ [] Consecutive to ___ _ 
[] 120 [] 180 days retained jurisdiction [] Probation time [] Withheld judgment 
[] Fine ________ Fine suspended ________ [] Court Costs [] Court Compliance Fee ________ _ 
(] Public Defender reimbursement _____ lCR33D2 (Prosecutor fee) ________ [] Restitution Amount ________ _ 
( ]Payments to begin __________ at ______ per month [] Final payment due by _____ _ 
[ ,___ _ Days discretionary Credit for ____ days. [] __ days county jail held in abeyance until review hearing ____ _ 
[] County jail as term of probation ______ [] Suspended county jail _____ [] Work Release if approved 
[] Exhibit 1 & 2 (Probation Terms) submitted [] Hair Follicle Test ___ per year []Random __ UA's per week for __ days 
[] Drug rehabilitation rec. by probation officer [] Financial Counseling [] Report to aftercare provider within ___ hrs 
[] Apologize to victim within ___ days [] No alcohol [] Not frequent bars [] No drugs(unless prescribed) 
! ] Substance abuse evaluation & follow recommendations by _____ [] Attend AA/NA ______ x per [] week [] Sponsor by ___ _ 
[] Job Search [] Obtain/maintain fulltime employment or student status [] GED to be completed by ______ _ 
[] Polygraph test [] Chemical tests [] Waive 4th amendment rights to search [] Mental Health Evaluation by ________ _ 
[] Driving privileges suspended _____ _,rs [ ] __ yrs absolute [ ] Interlock Device ______ _ 
(] Community service ___ hours within _____ days [] Advise of address change 
[] Waive extradition [] Comply with all court orders [] No further misdemeanors or felonies [ ]I.C.19-2524 Treatment 
[] Enroll with Probation and Parole reporter 5 days after returning to U.S. or 48 hours win State of Idaho 
[] Requirement to register as a sex offender [] Right to appeal [] DNA [] Right Thumbprint 
Other: C.,,o u .. d:;, :6:k-bc:.r- "=<:l (\QB :j'-" · I *='=5 p l f'.4¼ 
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126 
(208) 734-1155 
ISB #7421 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RAUL MAR TThTEZ-GONZALEZ, 
Defendant. 











Case No. CR-09-11300 
MOTION TO DISMISS OR 
SUPPRESS AND 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
COMES NOW the above named Defendant, Raul Martinez-Gonzalez, by and through his 
attorney Peter M. Hatch, Twin Falls Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves pursuant to 
Rule 5.l(b) and Rule 12(b) and 47, Articles Four, Five, Six and Fourteen of the United States 
Constitution, and Article One Section Seventeen of the Idaho Constitution to suppress statements 
and evidence collected in a search incident to an illegal arrest and subsequent to a traffic stop 
unsupported by reasonable suspicion, or in the alternative, dismissal of the above-entitled matter. 
Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez provides the following Memorandum in Support of his Motion: 
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I. FACTS 
On information and belief, and as an offer of proof, the preliminary hearing transcript is 
being requested, the relevant facts are as follows: 
On or about October 24, 2009 at approximately 10:30 pm, police officers responded to 
the parking lot of the El Milagro Apartment complex at 1122 Washington Street South on a 
report of a group of people causing a disturbance at that location. While responding to the scene, 
the officers encountered the defendant sitting in the front seat of a blue Chevy car with two other 
individual. Allegedly there were also open containers of beer in the vehicle. At preliminary 
hearing Officer Thiara indicated that the defendant appeared to be under the influence of alcohol 
based on his observation that there was an odor of alcohol, that Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez's speech 
was "a little bit blurred," and that there were open containers in the vehicle. Officer Thiara also 
indicated that Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez admitted that he had consumed alcohol. Officers directed 
Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez to walk to his home. As officers were returning to their vehicle, the 
defendant purportedly started his vehicle and began to drive towards apartment 37. At no point 
in time did he leave the parking lot of the apartment complex. 
Officers initiated a traffic stop. Officers attempted to conduct field sobriety tests on Mr. 
Martinez-Gonzalez. Officer Thiara instructed Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez to follow his finger as he 
attempted to conduct the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus test. Officer Thiara gave the instructions 
in English in spite of the fact that Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez speaks primarily Spanish and has very 
little proficiency with English. When Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez failed to comply with the officer's 
instructions he was arrested on suspicion of DUI and transported to the Twin Falls County Jail. 
At preliminary hearing Officer Thiara indicated that he was aware that both he and the defendant 
were in the parking lot of an apartment complex at 1122 Washington Street South and that all of 
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these events took place in the parking lot of that apartment complex. He also indicated that he 
had been out to that apartment complex on more than one occasion. The officer testified that 
didn't know if the parking lot of the apartment complex was private property or public property 
and even seemed to indicate at one point that the parking lot appeared to be a public road or 
highway. The El Milagro Apartment complex is owned by Community Council of Idaho Inc., 
formerly known as the Idaho Migrant Council, a nonprofit corporation. 
Upon his arrival at the jail, the defendant was searched and a small baggie of a crystal-
like rock substance was allegedly recovered from his sweater pocket. The substance in the 
baggie was subsequently subjected to a Nark II #15 test kit which provided a "presumptive 
positive" indicating that the substance was methamphetamine. Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez submitted 
to testing on the Intoxilyzer 5000 which provided blood alcohol content results of .01/.01, well 
below the legal limit. While he was not charged with a DUI, Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez was 
charged with possession of a controlled substance based on the baggie seized in the search of his 
person incident to his arrest. 
II. CASE LAW AND ANALYSIS 
A large body of case law supports the doctrine that a search conducted without a search 
warrant is presumed to be unreasonable. See, e.g., State v. Weaver, 127 Idaho 288, 900 P.2d 196 
(1995); State v. Mclntee, 124 Idaho 803, 864 P.2d 641 (Ct.App.1993); and State v. Wight, 117 
Idaho 604, 790 P.2d 385 (Ct.App. 1990). When such a warrantless search is conducted, 
therefore, the State has the burden of proving that the search "either fell within a well-recognized 
exception to the warrant requirement or was otherwise reasonable under the circumstances." 
State v. Foster, 127 Idaho 723, 726; 905 P.2d 1032, 1035 (1995). 
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A search conducted incident to a lawful arrest is one such exception. State v. Bishop, 146 
Idaho 804,203 P.3d 1203, 1214 (2009), State v. Baxter, 144 Idaho 672,680, 168 P.3d 1019, 
1027 (Ct.App.2007). This exception permits police officers to search individuals who have been 
lawfully arrested. Bishop, 146 Idaho 804,203 P.3d 1203, 1215, Baxter, 144 Idaho at 680, 168 
P.3d at 1027. "While evidence obtained during a search incident to a lawful arrest is generally 
admissible, evidence obtained during a search subsequent to an unlawful arrest is not." Bishop, 
146 Idaho 804,203 P.3d 1203, 1215, Miller v. United States, 357 U.S. 301,314, 78 S.Ct. 1190, 
1198, 2 L.Ed.2d 1332, 1341 (1958). 
For an arrest to be considered lawful, "an officer must have probable cause to believe that 
a person has committed a crime in [his or her] presence." Probable cause exists when "the facts 
and circumstances known to the officer warrant a prudent man in believing that the offense has 
been [or is being] committed." Bishop, 146 Idaho 804,203 P.3d 1203, 1215. Although this 
standard allows room for some mistakes on the part of police officers, State v. McCarthy 133 
Idaho 119 at 124, (1999), Brinegar v. United States, 33 8 U.S. 160, 176, 69 S.Ct. 1302, 1311, 93 
L.Ed. 1879, 1891 (1949), constitutional standards require that the mistakes must be reasonable. 
"Subjective good faith on the part of the officer is not enough." McCarthy, 133 Idaho at 124. 
Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez contends that his arrest was without probable cause or in the 
alternative that it was based on mistakes of fact and law that were objectively unreasonable and 
therefore his arrest was illegal and that any and all evidence discovered and collected as a result 
of his arrest is fruit of the poisonous tree and should be suppressed under the Fourth Amendment 
and/or the greater protections provided by the Idaho Constitution, Article I. Section 17. Wong 
Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471,488 (1963), State v. Christensen, 131 Idaho 143, 146, 953 
P.2d 583, 586 (1998). 
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A. Probable Cause To Arrest 
Probable cause for an arrest requires that police possess information that would lead a 
person of ordinary care and prudence to believe or entertain an honest and strong suspicion that a 
crime has been committed by the arrestee. State v. Kysar, 116 Idaho 992, 993, 783 P.2d 859, 860 
(1989); State v. Zentner, 134 Idaho 508, 510, 5 P .3d 488, 490 (Ct.App.2000). Whether there is 
probable cause to arrest an individual depends upon the totality of the circumstances and the 
assessment of probabilities in the particular factual context. Maryland v. Pringle, 540 U.S. 366, 
370-71, 124 S.Ct. 795, 799-800 (2003). The facts making up a probable cause determination are 
viewed from an objective standpoint. State v. Julian, 129 Idaho 133, 136-37, 922 P.2d 1059, 
1062-63 ( 1996). 
Idaho Code § 18-8004 makes it a crime to drive a motor vehicle on a public road while 
under the influence of alcohol. There are three elements that must be satisfied in order to find a 
violation ofthis statute. First, the individual must be driving or in actual physical control of a 
vehicle. Second, the individual must be under the influence of alcohol, drugs or an intoxicating 
substance. Third, the individual must be driving upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public 
or private property open to the public. For the purposes of this motion it is not disputed that the 
defendant was driving the vehicle when officers initiated a traffic stop. 
The defendant asserts that the officers lacked probable cause to believe that he was under 
the influence of alcohol. While Officer Thiara alleges that the defendant admitted to drinking 
and was in a vehicle where open containers of alcohol were present, he has failed to establish 
that he could distinguish between the defendant's thick accent and slurred speech and made little 
or no effort to determine whether his failure to complete field sobriety testing was due to a 
inability to understand the instructions due to a lack of proficiency in English. 
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The defendant also asserts that, while it is uncontested that the defendant was operating a 
motor vehicle, the officers did not possess any information that would lead a person of ordinary 
care and prudence to believe that he did so on a highway, street or bridge, or upon public 
property or private property open to the public. Officer Thiara acknowledged in the affidavit of 
probable cause and at the preliminary hearing that he was aware that he was in the parking lot of 
the El Milagro apartment complex at 1122 Washington Street South. While in his testimony at 
preliminary hearing Officer Thiara seemed to be somewhat uncertain as to whether the parking 
lot was private or public property, he did acknowledge that he was aware that it was the parking 
lot of an apartment complex. As such it was clearly not a highway, street or bridge, nor was it 
public property. Therefore the third element ofldaho Code § 18-8004 can only be satisfied if the 
parking lot was "held open to the public" as provided for in that statute. 
The definition of "private property open to the public" has been addressed by the 
appellate courts in three main cases. In these cases, the courts eventually incorporated the 
definition of"private property open to the public" provided in Idaho Code §49-117(16) which 
defines "Private property open to the public" as real property not owned by the federal 
government or the state ofldaho or any of its political subdivisions, but is available for vehicular 
traffic or parking by the general public with the permission of the owner or agent of the real 
property. 
The Idaho court of Appeals addressed this issue in the 1994 case of State v. Gibson, 126 
Idaho 256 (1994). While the ruling in this case declined to incorporate the Title 49 statutory 
definition of "open to the public", a decision that was later overruled, it did provide guidance to 
the cases that followed. In that ruling it borrowed from a Connecticut Supreme Court ruling 
what became the principal criteria of whether private property is considered open to the public: 
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The essential feature of a public use is that it is not confined to privileged 
individuals or groups whose fitness or eligibility is gauged by some 
predetermined criteria, but is open to the indefinite public. It is the indefiniteness 
or unrestricted quality of potential users that gives a use its public character. A 
place is "public" to which the public is invited either expressly or by implication 
to come for the purpose of trading or transacting business. " [ A ]ny parking lot ... 
which the general public has access to, is a public parking lot." "The terms 'open 
to the public' and to which 'the public has access' [in drunk driving statutes] are 
usually held to be broad enough to cover parking lots of restaurants, shopping 
centers, and other areas where the public is invited to enter and conduct business. 
State v. Gibson, 126 Idaho 256,258, 881 P.2d 551 (1994). 
The Idaho Supreme Court addressed the issue of whether a driveway was private 
property open to the public in the 1999 case of State v. Knott, 132 Idaho 476, 974 P.2d 1105 
(1999). This case overruled the Gibson Court's decision not to apply the Title 49 definition of 
private property open to the public and also raised the Doctrine of Lenity in support of its 
decision finding that a residential driveway was NOT considered private property open to the 
public. It found that: 
Knott was on a private residential driveway at the time of the alleged 
offense. The fact that social guests and persons with business at the residence are 
permitted to use the driveway does not make it property available to the general 
public for vehicular traffic or parking. The residential driveway was not "private 
property open to the public" within the meaning of section 18-8004. This is 
consistent with the statement of purpose that accompanied the 1980 amendments 
to the DUI and reckless driving statutes. 
Knott, 132 Idaho at 480. 
The Court of Appeals rearticulated the definition of private property open to the public 
integrating both State v. Gibson and State v. Knot in the 2007 case of State v. Schmitt, 144 Idaho 
768, 171 P .3d 259, 262(2007), the court stated that "a place is open to the public when the 
indefinite public, rather than a predetermined group of individuals, is invited, either expressly or 
by implication, to enter the property for any reason." 
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Regardless of Officer Thiara' s uncertainty concerning whether the parking lot of the 
apartment complex is public or private property, the parking lot is not owned by the federal 
government or the state of Idaho or any of its political subdivisions. It is owned by Community 
Council of Idaho formerly known as the Idaho Migrant Council, a nonprofit Idaho corporation 
and is therefore clearly private property. Therefore the only question is whether or not it is held 
"open to the public" under Idaho law. 
An apartment complex is residential albeit consisting of multiple residences. The parking 
lot for the complex is in essence a driveway for those residences. The communal nature of the 
parking lot does not change its character. The lessees are by definition a predetermined group of 
individuals and the indefinite public is not invited either explicitly or by implication. State v. 
Schmitt, 144 Idaho 768, 171 P .3d 259, 262 (2007). They are a privileged group whose fitness or 
eligibility is gauged by predetermined criteria, i.e. leasing an apartment. State v. Gibson, 126 
Idaho 256, 258, 881 P.2d 551 (1994). The parking lot is essentially a driveway made available to 
the residents, their social guests and those who have business at those residences. State v. Knott, 
132 Idaho 476,480, 974 P.2d 1105 (1999). Therefore it is not open to the public. 
In applying the Fourth Amendment, the reasonableness of police conduct is judged 
against an objective standard. State v. McCarthy, 133 Idaho 119,124,982 P.2d 954 (1999). 
Although an objective standard allows for some mistakes on the part of police officers, those 
mistakes must be objectively reasonable. Id. In McCarthy the appellate court reviewed the 
reasonableness of a traffic stop for traveling approximately forty-five miles per hour where the 
officer erroneously believed the speed limit at that section to be twenty-five miles per hour. In 
reality, the speed limit was fifty miles per hour and the sign indicating a twenty-five mile per 
hour speed limit was further down the road. Id. 
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The court determined that this was a mistake both of fact and law, "(t)he officer was 
mistaken about the fact of the speed limit sign's location and about the law regarding the speed 
limit applicable" at that location. State v. McCarthy, 133 Idaho 119, 124, 982 P.2d 954 (1999). 
The court further determined that while the officer had acted in good faith, his mistake was not 
"objectively reasonable." McCarthy, 133 Idaho at 125. As it was able to make a ruling in favor 
of the defendant on the less stringent standard that the officer's conduct was not objectively 
reasonable, the court stopped short of ruling on whether a mistake of law was itself per se 
unreasonable. McCarthy, 133 Idaho at 125. The court did, however, discuss rulings from other 
jurisdictions that have reached that conclusion. 
Based on the affidavit of probable cause and his testimony at preliminary hearing, at the 
time Officer Thiara arrested Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez for driving under the influence, he was 
either mistaken, uncertain, or simply unconcerned with whether Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez was 
driving on public property, private property, or private property open to the public. As such, 
though the officer may have subjectively acted in good faith, his error or failure to make that 
determination was not objectively reasonable. In the alternative the defendant argues that the 
officer's mistake of law is per se unreasonable. Therefore the officer did not have probable 
cause to arrest the defendant for driving under the influence and the arrest was illegal. 
B. Fruit of the Poisonous Tree 
The exclusionary rule applies not only to evidence obtained directly from the illegal 
government action but also to evidence discovered through the exploitation of the original 
illegality. Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471, 487-88, 83 S.Ct. 407, 417-18, 9 L.Ed.2d 
441, 45 5. The controlled substances found in Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez's possession were 
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discovered as a result of the illegal arrest of Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez and is therefore the fruit of 
the poisonous tree. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Because Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez's arrest was without probable cause, or in the alternative 
that it was based on mistakes of fact and law that were objectively umeasonable, his arrest was in 
violation of Idaho law and this Court should enter an order suppressing any and all statements 
and/or evidence obtained as a result of the arrest or, in the alternative, dismiss the case. 
Oral argument is requested. 
if-
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this I_ day of December, 2009. 
Peter M. Hatch 
Deputy Public Defender 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss or Suppress was delivered to the following on the 
_\_ day of December, 2009, by placing it in the appropriate box at the Twin Falls County 
Courthouse. 
Grant Loebs 
Twin Falls County Prosecutor 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
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COMES NOW, the Defendant by and through her attorney, and hereby moves the Court 
pursuant to Rule 5 .2 of the Idaho Rules of Criminal Practice and Procedure, for an order 
requiring the reporter or reporters of the Preliminary Hearing heretofore in the above-entitled 
case to prepare a transcript of the evidence educed at said hearing held on the November 13, 
2009, at the cost and expense of the County of Twin Falls. 
This motion is made and based upon the records, files and pleadings in the above-entitled 
action and for the following reasons: 
1. That Defendant is entitled to said transcript pursuant to the above cited rule; 




3. That said transcript is necessary to aid Counsel in adequately preparing an appeal 
or for purpose of a hearing as provided for by Idaho Code Section 19-81 S(A). 
r7L DATED this day of December, 2009. ----
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
~-- ~--cc::::::==-... 
Peter M. Hatch 
Deputy Public Defender 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Motion for Preparation of Transcript at County Expense, was delivered on the~ day of 
December, 2009 to the following: 
Grant Loebs 
Twin Falls County Prosecutor 
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ORDER FOR PREPARATION 
OF TRANSCRIPT AT 
COUNTY EXPENSE 
PURSUANT TO the Motion for Preparation of Transcript at County Expense being filed 
and, FOR GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFORE, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that a transcript of the 
Defendant's Preliminary Hearing in the above entitled matter, held November 13, 2009, be prepared 
at county expense. 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that a true and conect copy of the foregoing ORDER was 
placed in the County Prosecutor's file in Magistrate Court on the of ~ ,2009. 
OFFICE OF THE 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
GRANT LOEBS 
OFFICE OF THE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
COURT ~OR'fER 
~,c c_.o{ As 
[ ] Hand Deliver 
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STATE OP IDAHO, 
Plaintiff', 











STlPULATION TO CONTlNUE 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS BEARING 
RA.UL MARTINEZ~GONZALBZ,, 
Pdendant. 
co~ NOW Leah Fredbaok, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and P• Hatch, Office of 
the Public D~fendcr, Attorney for Defend¥tt. and stipulate that tho MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
HEARING cutrently scheduled for December 1 S, 2009, mould be continued and reset by the 
,,~ 
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GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, Case No. CR 09-11300 
Plaintiff, 










MOTION TO SUPPRESS HEARING 
RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, 
Defendant. 
Based upon the Stipulation to Continue Motion to Suppress Hearing, IT IS HEREBY 
ORDERED that the MOTION TO SUPPRESS HEARING currently scheduled for December 15, 
2009, in the above-entitled action be continued and reset at the court's discretion. 
DATED this (cf~ of ().e,c,,.. , 2009 . 
. Richard Bevan 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the \f>( day of :\)(& , 2009, I served a copy of the 
foregoing ORDER TO CONTINUE MOTION TO SUPPRESS HEARING thereof to the 
following: 
Leah Fredback 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Office of the Public Defender 
Attorney for Defendant 
[ vf Court Folder 
[ 1 Court Folder 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALUp:·~ff_[Q · hl,U 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
vs. 
b0,u.J.. N\o..,,rtl f\e- ....,_ _ Go V) 2.a ... Le_2., [1;}16EFENDANT IN cusrnDY 
cHARGEs: __ _,_~_,,Oc.,,S>~,'--'-o=P~C-n-Y\._.._._h_o~l-1 e-d--~~~-~tQ..ille~~~------------
[] ARRAIGNMENT [~TATUS [] CHANGE OF PLEA [] SENTENCING [] OTHER ________ _ 
APPEARANCES:~ 
[W['.?efendant~i'\.,"'t, 
[l.}'(5eL Atty Q'.;~ ~ 
['1"Pros. Atty S:i, J, '.2 0-,.vW\e Crw,· S 
[] Other ____________ ...) ___ _ 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[ ] Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to be represented by counsel 
[] Defendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties 
[ ] Defendant indicated he/she understands 
[ ] Waived right to counsel _______ _.] Waived reading of information 
[ ] Court appointed Public Defender [] Confirmed [] Conflict [] Court denied Court appointed counsel 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY: ____ Days for trial 
[] Set for Jury Trial-----'·] Pretrial _________ [] Status _______ discovery deadline __ _ 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: [] Defendant duly sworn in and testified. 
[] Charge amended ____________ _ Plea to ______________________ _ 
[ ] Enters plea freely & voluntarily with knowledge of consequence [] Drug Court [] Status ______ _ 
[ ] Plea of guilty accepted by Court [] Pre-sentence investigation report ordered [] Sentencing date _____________ _ 
[] I.C.19-2524 [] Updated PSR [] Alcohol eval [] Controlled substance eval [] Mental Health eval [] Psychosexual eval 
BAIL: [] Counsel addressed court. 
[ ] Released on O.R. [ ] Released back on probation [] Bail set at ____ _ [] Court Compliance Program [ ] Bond condition order signed 
[ ] Motion for bond reduction denied [] UA _____ per week [] Reside at ________________ _ 
SENTENCE: [] Counsel gave recommendations to the court. 
[] Penitentiary _____ Determinate ______ Indeterminate _____ [] Concurrent with ___ [] Consecutive to ___ _ 
[] 120 [] 180 days retained jurisdiction [] Probation time [] Withheld judgment 
[] Fine _______ Fine suspended ________ [] Court Costs [] Court Compliance Fee _________ _ 
[ ] Public Defender reimbursement _____ ICR33D2 (Prosecutor fee) ________ [] Restitution Amount ________ _ 
[ ]Payments to begin _________ at. ______ per month [] Final payment due by _____ _ 
[ ] ___ Days discretionary Credit for ____ days. [] __ days county jail held in abeyance until review hearing ____ _ 
[ ] County jail as term of probation ______ [] Suspended county jail _____ [] Work Release if approved 
[] Exhibit 1 & 2 (Probation Terms) submitted [] Hair Follicle Test ___ per year []Random __ UA's. per week for __ days 
[ ] Drug rehabilitation rec. by probation officer [] Financial Counseling [] Report to aftercare provider within ___ hrs 
[] Apologize to victim within ___ days [] No alcohol [] Not frequent bars [] No drugs(unless prescribed) 
[ ] Substance abuse evaluation & follow recommendations by _____ [] Attend ANNA ______ x per [] week [] Sponsor by ___ _ 
[] Job Search [] Obtain/maintain fulltime employment or student status [] GED to be completed by _______ _ 
[ ] Polygraph test [] Chemical tests [] Waive 4th amendment rights to search [] Mental Health Evaluation by ________ _ 
[] Driving privileges suspended _____ __,rs [ ] __ yrs absolute [ ] Interlock Device ______ _ 
[ ] Community service ___ hours within _____ days [] Advise of address change 
[] Waive extradition [] Comply with all court orders [] No further misdemeanors or felonies [ ]I.C.19-2524 Treatment 
[ ] Enroll with Probation and Parole reporter 5 days after returning to U.S. or 48 hours win State of Idaho 
[ ] Requirement to register as a sex offender [] Right to appeal [] DNA [] Right Thumbprint 
Other: .t\1w,)O~:b'~ Mtn :b:, £0.r'f>'X=» in :FeJDr~ 
DISTRICT COURT 
Fifth Judds! Di!;irW 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 




State of Idaho vs. Raul Martinez-Gonzalez 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 2/23/2010 Time: 4:00 pm Courtroom: 1 
Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Court reporter: Virginia Bailey Minutes Clerk: Shelley Bartlett 
Defense Attorney: Peter Hatch Prosecutor: Leah Fredback 
4:01 Court called the case. Court reviewed the file. 
4:02 Mary Jo Palma appeared as court interpreter to aid in assisting the defendant. 
4:03 Defendant's Exhibit A, B, C and D were marked. 
4:05 Defendant's 1st witness, LeRoy Ramos was called to the stand. Mr. Ramos was 
duly sworn and examined by Mr. Hatch. Defendant's Exhibit A, photo of Idaho 
Migrant Council sign was identified, offered and admitted. Defendant's Exhibit B, 
photo of 3 signs was identified, offered and admitted. Defendant's Exhibit C, 
photo of tow away zone sign was identified, offered and admitted. Defendant's 
Exhibit D, aerial map was identified, offered and admitted. 
4: 12 Ms. Fred back cross examined. 
4: 19 Mr. Hatch conducted re-direct. 
4:20 Court inquired of the witness. 
4:21 Mr. Hatch conducted follow-up direct examination. 
4:22 Ms. Fredback conducted follow-up cross examination. 
4:23 Defense has no further evidence. 
4:24 Mr. Hatch gave closing argument. 
4:31 IVls. Fredback gave closing argument. 
4:47 Court inquired of counsel. 
4:49 Mr. Hatch gave continued argument. 
4:52 Ms. Fredback gave further comment. 
4:53 Mr. Hatch gave further comment. 
4:54 Court took the matter under advisement. 
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AND ORDER RE: 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
DISMISS OR SUPPRESS 
THIS MATTER is before the court on the motion of defendant, Raul Martinez-
Gonzalez, (Martinez), to dismiss or suppress. The motion was heard on February 23, 
2010. The state of Idaho was represented at the hearing by Leah Fredback, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney for Twin Falls County. Martinez was present and represented by 
Peter Hatch. Mary Jo Palma, the court appointed interpreter, was also present. The 
court has reviewed the filings, reviewed the record and considered oral arguments 
presented and the applicable law. The following constitutes this court's Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law. Based thereon, the court hereby DENIES Martinez's Motion to 
Dismiss or Suppress. 
BACKGROUND 
On October 24, 2009, two officers arrived at an apartment complex known as the 
El Milagro Apartments after receiving a report that there was a group of people causing 
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a disturbance. One of the officers, Harbons Thiara (Thiara) testified at the preliminary 
hearing.1 The El Milagro Apartments are owned and operated by the Idaho Migrant 
Council. 
When Thiara arrived, he saw three males in a vehicle parked in the parking area. 
Both officers approached the vehicle, noticing several open alcohol containers in both 
the front and back seats. Thiara also noticed that the driver, Martinez, seemed to be 
intoxicated; there was an odor of alcohol, Martinez's eyes were slightly glossy, and his 
speech was slurred. The officers asked Martinez if he had been drinking/ he admitted 
that he had "because their wives would get upset if they were drinking inside the 
house." Preliminary Hearing Transcript, p. 7:14-15. 
Based upon the officers' observations, they advised Martinez to walk home; 
however, as the officers were returning to their patrol cars, Martinez started his vehicle 
and drove toward Apartment 37. The officers then initiated a traffic stop. 
Thiara asked Martinez why he had driven the vehicle. Martinez acknowledged 
that the officers had asked him not to drive, but Martinez stated he did not live very far 
away. Believing Martinez to be inebriated, Thiara then administered a field sobriety 
test, the horizontal gaze nystagmus test. During the test, Thiara asked Martinez to 
follow Thiara's finger with Martinez's eyes only. Martinez did not follow the officer's 
1 The court takes judicial notice of the preliminary hearing transcript pursuant to IRE 201 as requested by 
counsel. 
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instructions. After several requests, the officer asked Martinez if he understood the test 
and Martinez said he did. The officer then informed Martinez that if he refused to do as 
ordered Martinez would be placed under arrest. Nevertheless, after several repeated 
requests, Martinez did not follow Thiara' s finger and Martinez was therefore arrested 
for suspicion of DUL Martinez then asked for another chance, asserting that he could 
do the test.3 Despite his request, no further testing was given and Martinez was 
transported to the Twin Falls County Jail. At the jail, an officer searched Martinez's 
jacket and found a baggie containing Methamphetamines. An officer also administered 
the Intoxilyzer 5000 breath test, which produced a sample of .01/.01. Accordingly, 
Martinez was only charged with the possession of Methamphetamines. 
On December 1, 2009, Martinez brought this motion to dismiss or suppress 
statements and evidence. He claims that the traffic stop was not supported by 
reasonable suspicion and the search was incident to an illegal arrest. 
APPLICABLE LAW 
Both Article 1, Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution and the Fourth Amendment 
of the United States Constitution require that all searches and seizures be reasonable. 
Thus, a search without a warrant is per se unreasonable unless it falls within one of the 
exceptions to the warrant requirement. Schneckloth v. Bustamante, 412 U.S. 218, 219, 93 
2 During the preliminary hearing, the officer testified that he spoke to the defendant in both English and 
Spanish. Preliminary Hearing Transcript, p. 19. 
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S.Ct. 2041, 2043 (1973); State v. Gomez, 144 Idaho 865, 870, 172 P.3d 1140, 1145 (Ct. App. 
2007). It is the state's burden to prove the applicability of such an exception. Coolidge v. 
New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443, 455, 91 S.Ct. 2022, 2032 (1971); State v. Brauch, 133 Idaho 
215, 218-19, 984 P.2d 703, 706-07 (1999). 
One exception to the warrant requirement allows officers to conduct a search 
incident to a lawful arrest. Chimel v. California, 395 U.S. 752, 89 S.Ct. 2034 (1969); State v. 
Calegar, 104 Idaho 526, 661 P.2d 311 (1983). For an arrest to be considered lawful, "an 
officer must have probable cause to believe that a person committed a crime in his 
presence." State v. Bishop, 146 Idaho 804, 203 P.3d 1203, 1215 (2009). According to Idaho 
law, probable cause exists when an officer has information "that would lead a person of 
ordinary care and prudence to believe or entertain an honest and strong suspicion that 
the person arrested is guilty." State v. Buti, 131 Idaho 793, 798, 964 P.2d 660, 665 (1998). 
Officers are compared to reasonable and prudent men rather than legal technicians. Id. 
Thus, "[i]n determining whether there is probable cause for an arrest, an officer is 
entitled to draw reasonable inferences from the available information in light of the 
knowledge that he has gained from his previous experience and training." Id. 
3 The field sobriety test was administered in English. The driver indicated that he understood and even 
responded to the officer in English. The driver said "I can do it, I know how to do it, give me one more 
chance, please, give me one more chance." Preliminary Hearing Transcript, p. 19. 
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ANALYSIS 
A. Did The Officer Have Probable Cause To Arrest The Defendant? 
Idaho Code§ 18-8004(1)(a) states: 
It is unlawful for any person who is under the influence of 
alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicating substances . . . to 
drive or be in actual physical control of a motor vehicle 
within this state, whether upon a highway, street or bridge, 
or upon public or private property open to the public. 
The defense argues that Thiara made mistakes of fact and law that were 
objectively unreasonable. The defense first claims that the officers lacked probable 
cause to believe that Martinez was under the influence of alcohol and second, that 
Martinez did not drive on private property open to the public, thus invalidating 
Martinez's arrest. This court disagrees, as will be discussed below. 
1. Officer Thiara Had Probable Cause To Believe That Martinez Was Driving 
While Under The Influence Of Alcohol 
When the officer asked Martinez to submit to a field sobriety test, the officer had, 
at minimum, a reasonable suspicion to make such a request. In State v. Nelson, 134 
Idaho 675, 680 P.3d 670, 675 (Ct. App. 2000), the Idaho Court of Appeals held that the 
odor of alcohol and Martinez's admissions to drinking three or four drinks were 
sufficient for an officer to require the driver to step out of the vehicle and perform a 
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field sobriety test.4 However, in the present case, the officer had more than just an odor 
of alcohol and Martinez's admission to drinking. The officer noticed several opened 
beer cans in the front and back seat, the smell of alcohol emanating from the vehicle, 
Martinez's slightly glazed eyes and slurred speech and his admission to drinking 
alcohol. 
However, assuming arguendo, that Thiara did not have probable cause at that 
point, his level of suspicion definitely elevated to a level of probable cause after 
observing Martinez's bizarre action in driving his vehicle immediately after the officer 
asked him not to, and Martinez' subsequent failure to follow simple instructions in 
performing the gaze nystagmus test. 
During the test, Martinez failed to follow Thiara' s instructions, which Thiara 
repeated six or seven times. Martinez understood the officer's instructions and never 
indicated any difficulty comprehending Thiara's communications. Only when Thiara 
informed Martinez that he was in fact going to arrest him, did Martinez then have a 
sudden change of heart. This court considers such peculiar behavior as a possible 
attempt to evade the field sobriety test and thus a factor in evaluating probable cause. 
See Thompson v. State, 138 Idaho 512, 516, 65 P.3d 534, 538 (Ct.App.2003) (a driver's 
4 According to Idaho law "any person who drives a motor vehicle on the highways of this state is deemed 
to have given consent to evidentiary testing to determine concentration of alcohol or other intoxicants, 
provided that the officer making the request has reasonable grounds to believe that the person has been 
driving while under the influence of such substances." State v. Irwin, 143 Idaho 102, 107, 137 P.3d 1024, 
1029 (Ct.App.2006). 
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refusal to submit to a field sobriety test is evidence of a guilty conscience and thus a 
factor supporting probable cause).5 
Although Martinez showed a willingness to finally comply with Thiara' s 
numerous requests, Thiara was under no obligation to continue with the testing.6 The 
purpose of a field sobriety test is to allow the officer to confirm or dispel the suspicion 
of intoxication. Id. at 515, 65 P.3d at 537. At this point, Martinez had failed to cooperate 
to such an extent that any further efforts were not required. 
The defense also claims that the officers lacked probable cause to believe that 
Martinez was under the influence of alcohol because Thiara: (1) failed to establish that 
he could distinguish between Martinez's thick accent and slurred speech and (2) made 
little or no effort to determine whether Martinez's failure to complete the field sobriety 
test was because of the inability to understand the instructions due to the lack of 
proficiency in English. 
5 Many other jurisdictions also consider a refusal to take the field sobriety test to be a factor used to 
establish probable cause. State v. Babbitt, 188 Wis.2d 349, 525 N.W.2d 102 (Ct.App.1994) (A driver's 
refusal to perform a field sobriety test may be used to establish probable cause to arrest for driving while 
intoxicated); Wilder v. Turner, 490 F.3d 81O(10th Cir. 2007) (Plaintiff's refusal to submit to a field sobriety 
test is indicative of an intent to conceal evidence of guilt); Peterson v. State, 81 Ark.App. 226, 100 S.W.3d 
66 (2003) (Refusal may indicate the defendant's fear of the results of the test and the consciousness of 
guilt); Marvin v. Department of Motor Vehicles, 161 Cal.App.3d 717, 207 Cal.Rptr. 793 (1984) (Officer 
may consider defendant's refusal to submit to a field sobriety test as consciousness of guilt). 
6 The fact that the officer did not request the defendant to perform any other field sobriety test is not 
dispositive. Many jurisdictions have held that "[a] field sobriety test is not mandatory; it merely 
supplements the officer's other observations in the overall determination of whether there is probable 
cause to arrest." Findley v. Director of Revenue, 204 S.W.3d 722, 727-28 (Mo.App. S.D. 2006). See also 
State v. Babbitt, 188 Wis.2d 349, 359-360, 525 N.W.2d 102,105 (Wis.App.,1994); State v. Homan, 89 
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However, at the preliminary hearing the following inquiry occurred: 
Q. Officer Thiara, you noted that some of the things that made you think that Mr. 
Martinez-Gonzales was under the influence were the odor of alcohol and that his 
speech was slurred. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were there any other indications of intoxication? 
A. His eyes were a bit glassy and then also the open containers in the vehicle. 
Q. Okay. Are you bilingual? 
A. Not fluently. 
Q. Were you speaking to Mr. Martinez in Spanish? 
A. The little bit I can. 
Q. Okay. Does Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez speak English? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How well? 
A. Well enough to understand. 
Q. Okay. How were you able to determine whether or not the disturbances in 
Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez's speech related to alcohol versus simply a thick accent? 
A. Just by the slurring and stuttering. 
* * * * 
Q. Officer, did you talk to the defendant in English or Spanish? 
Ohio St.3d 421, 427, 732 I\J.E.2d 952, 957 (Ohio,2000) (superseded on other grounds by statute as 
recognized in State v. Schmitt, 101 Ohio St.3d 79 (2004)). 
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A. Both. 
Q. Okay. When you spoke to him did he indicate that he understood what you 
were asking him to do with regard to the FSTs? 
A. In English, yes. 
Q. Okay. How did he indicate that he knew what you were asking him to do? 
A. I asked him in English if he understood English and he said yes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And while describing the test and asking him questions he stated he 
understood. 
Q. Okay. Is there anything else that indicates he actually understood what you 
were asking him to do? 
A. After completing or after attempting to do the horizontal gaze and nystagmus 
and advising him that he had one more chance, otherwise he would be arrested 
for suspicion. He failed that and he was placed in custody for suspicion. He 
stated, "I can do it, I know how to do it, give me one more chance, please, give 
me one more chance", but after that time it was enough. 
Preliminary Hearing Transcript, pp. 14:1-15:2; 19:2-24. 
Based upon this testimony, the court concludes that Martinez's claims have no 
merit. The officer stated that Martinez's speech was slurred rather than just a thick 
accent. This court has no reason to doubt the officer's testimony7• In addition, this 
court believes that Martinez understood what the officer was asking concerning the 
horizontal gaze nystagmus test. Not only did Martinez indicate to the officer that he 
7 The court accepts the uncontradicted testimony of the officer in this regard; the transcript contains no 
information that would undermine Officer Thiara's credibility or the weight of this testimony. 
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understood his directions but he also requested - in English - that the officer give him 
another chance. Thus, considering all the facts available to the officer at the time, the 
officer's suspicion rose to a level of probable cause to believe Martinez was under the 
influence of alcohol.8 
2. The Officer Had Probable Cause To Believe That Martinez Was Driving On 
Private Property Open To The Public 
Martinez next argues that the officer did not possess any information that would 
lead a person of ordinary care and prudence to believe that Martinez was operating a 
vehicle on a highway, street or bridge, or upon public property or private property 
open to the public. Specifically, Martinez argues that the property is strictly private 
property. 9 
Over the past few years, Idaho courts have provided guidelines to determine 
whether private property is open to the public. The Idaho Court of Appeals first 
addressed this issue in State v. Gibson, 126 Idaho 256,881 P.2d 551 (Ct.App.1994) 
(overruled in part by State v. Knott, 132 Idaho 476, 974 P.2d 1105 (1999). 
8 In the alternative this court has found that probable cause exists to arrest the defendant for violating 
Twin Falls City Code 6-2-6 which states: "No person shall have in his possession or on his person while 
occupying, riding on, or driving a motor vehicle whether upon a highway, street, or bridge or upon public 
property or private property open to public use, excluding public parks, any bottle, can, or other 
receptacle which is open, has been opened or the seal of which has been broken, and which contains 
any alcoholic beverage." According to the Idaho Supreme Court's opinions in State v. Schwartz, 133 
Idaho 463, 988 P.2d 689 (1999) and State v. Julian, 129 Idaho 133, 922 P.2d 1059 (1996), a court may 
justify an arrest on other grounds if it finds that a person of ordinary prudence would conclude that 
probable cause to arrest exists after evaluating the same operative facts giving rise to the original arrest. 
The court believes that probable cause to arrest for the violation of the Open Container law comes from 
the same operative facts used to establish probable cause for the DUI. Compare Hernandez v. State, 132 
Idaho 352, 972 P.2d 730 (1998). 
9 It is undisputed that the parking lot is private property. 
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In Gibson, a patron of a bar started his vehicle and drove straight into the side of 
the building where the bar was located. He was charged with driving under the 
influence. The defendant objected to the charge, claiming that the parking lot was 
private property not open to the public. He asserted that the definition of "private 
property open to the public" set forth in the motor vehicle code LC.§ 49-117(16) 10 
should apply to the DUI statute. According to that definition, "private property open to 
the public" is property "available for vehicular traffic or parking by the general public 
with the permission of the owner or agent of the real property." 
The defendant claimed that the parking lot was not available to the general 
public, presenting testimony from the property owners to support his position. 
However, the Court rejected this argument. In defining "private property open to the 
public" it adopted the reasoning of the Connecticut Supreme Court in State v. Boucher, 
207 Conn. 612, 541 A.2d 865, (1988): 
For an area to be "open to public use" it does not have to be open to 
"everybody all the time." The essential feature of a public use is that it is 
not confined to privileged individuals or groups whose fitness or 
eligibility is gauged by some predetermined criteria, but is open to the 
indefinite public. It is the indefiniteness or unrestricted quality of 
potential users that gives a use its public character. 
Id. at 258, 881 P.2d at 553 (emphasis added). The Court noted that the parking lot was 
not restricted by any physical barrier or posted signs controlling access to the property. 
Id. The Court also stated that even if it adopted the definition in LC. § 49-117(16), 
10 At the time of the Gibson opinion this statute was known as§ I.C. 49-117(14). 
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Martinez's argument would still fail. The Court rejected his attempt to "distinguish 
members of the general public from customers of the bar who alone have the owner's 
permission to be on the property." Id. at 257-58, 881 P.2d at 552-53. 
Later in State v. Knott, the Idaho Supreme Court rejected the Gibson Court's 
decision not to apply the definition contained in I.C. § 49-117(16) to the DUI statute. In 
Gibson, the magistrate court held that a driveway to a residence was considered open to 
the public because it "was regularly used for vehicular ingress and egress of any person 
coming to the premises for social or business reasons." Knott at 478, 974 P.2d at 1107. 
However, the Idaho Supreme Court disagreed and stated that a residential driveway 
was not considered private property open to the public. "The fact that social guests and 
persons with business at the residence are permitted to use the driveway does not make 
it property available to the general public for vehicular traffic or parking." Knott, 132 
Idaho at 480, 974 P.2d at 1109. 
Subsequently the Idaho Court of Appeals in State v. Schmitt, 144 Idaho 768, 171 
P.3d 259 (Ct. App. 2007), rearticulated the definition of private property open to the 
public. In discussing its previous decision, the Court stated: 
We held that for an area to be open to the general public use, 
it was not necessary that the area be open to everybody all of 
the time .... Instead, a place is open to the public when the 
indefinite public, rather than a predetermined group of 
individuals, is invited, either expressly or by implication to 
enter the property for any reason. In affirming the 
defendant's judgment of conviction, we noted that the bar 
parking lot, while private property, was not restricted by 
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any physical barriers or had any posted signs controlling 
access. Rather, any member of the public who wanted to 
patronize the bar could come onto the property. 
Id. at 772, 171 P.3d at 262 (internal citation omitted). In holding that the parking lot was 
not private, the Court relied on the fact that the parking lot was not fenced in, had no 
signs indicating that it was not open to the public, and was immediately accessible from 
the public sidewalk and street. 
In the present case, Martinez contends that the parking lot was not open to the 
public. Referring to Knott, he argues that the apartment complex is residential and the 
parking lot is in essence a driveway for those residents and their social guests. Thus, 
those residents are a predetermined group whose fitness or eligibility is gauged by 
predetermined criteria, i.e. leasing an apartment. Martinez maintains that just because 
social guests are permitted to use the parking lot does not make the property available 
to the general public. Martinez presented certain photographs at the suppression 
hearing to further bolster his case, including a photo of a sign warning motorists that 
illegally parked and unauthorized vehicles would be towed at vehicle owners' expense. 
This sign was located at the entrance of the apartment complex. 
This court is not convinced with Martinez's argument. Although an apartment 
complex could be defined as residential, it is not of the same ilk as a private residence. 
With an apartment complex the tenants have sole control over their individual units but 
not over the common areas such as the parking lot. The Iowa Supreme Court aptly 
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made this distinction when it decided that the front steps and common hallway of a 
multi-tenant apartment house each constituted a "public place." State v. Booth, 670 
N.W.2d 209 (Iowa 2003). The Court stated: 
[W]e believe the front steps of a single-family home are 
clearly distinguishable from the front steps of [an] apartment 
house. While the front steps of a single-family home permit 
regular access for the homeowners and their guests, the front 
steps of the apartment house are a common thoroughfare 
through which each tenant and their guests must pass. 
Moreover, while a single individual or family may bar access 
to the front steps of a single-family home, no single tenant 
holds the right to bar access to the apartment house. 
Id. at 212 n.l. Similar to this case, no single resident has the power to control who may 
enter the parking lot; rather, it remains the landlord's for the benefit of the residents. 
Generally a landlord grants the tenants the right to invite others to use the parking lot 
and has not predetermined who these individual guests might be. It is the parking lot's 
communal function which brings it in the public domain. 
Turning back to Schmitt, the Idaho Court of Appeals held that the parking lot 
was open to the public because it (1) was not fenced in, (2) had no signs indicating that 
it was not open to the public, and (3) was immediately accessible from the public 
sidewalk and street. While this court does not believe this list to be all-inclusive, it does 
convey the message that something needs to be shown that the general public is 
prohibited from entering the premises, i.e. physical barriers or posted signs. Other 
jurisdictions have come to similar conclusions. For example, in People v. Krohn, 149 
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Cal.App.4th 1294, 58 Cal.Rptr.3d 60 (2007), the California Court of Appeals held that the 
parking lot to the apartment complex was not open to the public because it was 
surrounded by a fence and there were locked gates at the front and rear entrances. The 
Court determined that the key consideration was whether a member of the public can 
access the place without challenge. Id. at 1299, 58 Cal.Rptr.3d at 63. 
However, in the present case, there is no evidence to suggest any barrier that 
controls access to the property. Although Martinez presented evidence of a sign 
threatening to tow away any unauthorized vehicles, the sign does not define what an 
unauthorized vehicle is. It is a generic sign that simply gives the property owner the 
ability to remove vehicles from the property pursuant to Twin Falls City Code. 11 The 
sign does not limit the parking area to any predetermined group. Rather, it can be 
inferred that guests, in addition to tenants, are free to park on the property. Guests of 
the El Milagro tenants are not a limited, predetermined group. 
The Connecticut Supreme Court came to the same conclusion in State v. Boucher, 
207 Conn. 612, 541 A.2d 865 (1988). In Boucher, an appellate court upheld the trial 
court's decision to dismiss a DUI charge because there were signs posted in the parking 
lot of a Midas Muffler shop, which informed the public that vehicles of non-customers 
were subject to being towed at the owner's expense. The Connecticut Supreme Court 
11 Printed on the sign was a reference to Twin Falls City Code 9-12-9. It states the following: "No person 
shall have the right to tow, remove, impound or otherwise disturb any motor vehicle other than an 
abandoned vehicle which may be parked, or otherwise left on private property, owned or controlled by 
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reversed and held that regardless of such signs, the parking lot was open to the public. 
The court stated that the essential feature of a public use is that it is not confined to 
privileged individuals or groups whose fitness or eligibility is gauged by some 
predetermined criteria, but rather is open to its indefinite public. The parking lot was 
public because the Midas store implicitly invited the public onto its premises to do 
business with it. The fact that the store may have intended the parking lot to be 
restricted to use by its potential customers did not deprive it of its public 
characteristic. 12 
Similarly, landlords implicitly allow tenants and guests of those tenants access to 
the property. There are no predetermined criteria in determining who these guests may 
be. Moreover, the parking lot and roads leading to the tenements in El Milagro, as 
evidenced by the aerial photograph of the premises, establish that the area contains 
numerous roadways, intersections and the parking lot. Thus, this case is 
distinguishable from State v. Knott. Although the landlord may desire only tenants and 
visitors to those tenants, this does not change the characteristic of the parking lot. 
Therefore, the sign warning motorists that unauthorized vehicles will be towed, 
without more, is insufficient. 
such person, unless there is posted on or near the property in a clearly conspicuous location, in large 
Wint, a sign or notice that unauthorized vehicles will be removed at the owner's expense." 
2 Compare State v. McNeil, 164 Vt. 129, 665 A.2d 51, in which the Vermont Supreme Court held that a 
parking lot was not open to the public because it was surrounded by a chain link fence which held "No 
Trespassing" signs. 
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B. Assuming That The Parking Lot Was Not Considered Open To The Public, Was 
The Officer's Mistake Reasonable? 
The defense argues that Thiara was mistaken, uncertain, or simply unconcerned 
with whether Martinez was driving on public property, private property, or private 
property open to the public. Thus, the defense believes the officer's error or failure to 
make that determination was not objectively reasonable. 
For support, Martinez cites State v. McCarthy, 133 Idaho, 119, 124, 982 P.2d 954 
(1999). In McCarthy, the appellate court reviewed the reasonableness of a traffic stop for 
traveling approximately forty-five miles per hour where the officer erroneously 
believed the speed limit at that section to be twenty-five miles per hour. In reality, the 
speed limit was fifty miles per hour and the sign indicating a twenty-five mile per hour 
speed limit was further down the road. The Court viewed the mistake as one of fact and 
of law. The officer was mistaken about the fact of the speed limit sign's location and 
about the law regarding the speed limit applicable at that location. The court held that 
the officer's mistake was not reasonable. 
However, in another case, the Idaho Court of Appeals held that reasonable, 
atriculable suspicion could be found even if an officer had made a mistake of fact as to 
whether the defendant had violated the law. In State v. Kimball, 141 Idaho 489, 111 P.3d 
625 (2005), an officer stopped a driver for failing to dim his headlights. After 
determining the driver to be intoxicated, the officer arrested the driver for driving 
under the influence of alcohol. At a suppression hearing, the magistrate court granted 
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the motion to suppress after it had made a factual determination that the driver had not 
violated the law. However, the Idaho Court of Appeals vacated the magistrate court's 
order and remanded the case for further proceedings. 
The Court stated that even if the driver had not violated the law, the proper 
question for the magistrate was whether the officer, though mistaken, reasonably 
suspected that the defendant violated the law so as to give the officer reasonable 
suspicion to make the stop. The Court stated the following: 
In Fourth Amendment applications, the reasonableness of 
police conduct is judged against an objective standard. We 
examine whether "the facts available to the officer at the 
moment of the seizure ... [would] 'warrant a man of 
reasonable caution in the belief' that the action taken was 
appropriate." This standard allows room for some mistakes 
on the part of police officers, so long as the mistakes are 
those of reasonable persons .... Subjective good faith on the 
part of the officer is not enough .... In sum, a traffic stop will 
not violate the Fourth Amendment if the officer reasonably 
suspects a violation of traffic laws even if later investigation 
dispels the suspicion. 
Kimball at 492-93, 111 P.3d at 628-29 (Ct. App.2005) (internal citations omitted). The 
Court concluded the proper inquiry for the magistrate was whether the deputy actually 
believed that the driver violated the law and "whether that belief was objectively 
reasonable." Id. 
Here, the court concludes no mistake was made; however, even if there was a 
mistake, the reasonableness of such a mistake is more closely analogous to the facts in 
Kimball than McCarthy. In McCarthy, it is beyond dispute that the officer should have 
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known whether the posted speed limit was 25 or 50. However, in this case, it is at best 
debatable whether El Milagro' s parking lot is open to the public. As previously stated, 
officers are held to the standard of reasonable and prudent men rather than legal 
technicians. "Because many situations which confront officers in the course of executing 
their duties are more or less ambiguous, room must be allowed for some mistakes on 
their part. But the mistakes must be those of reasonable men, acting on facts leading 
sensibly to their conclusions of probability." Brinegar v. U.S., 338 U.S. 160, 176, 69 S.Ct. 
1302, 1311 (1949). Furthermore, probable cause is not measured by the same level of 
proof as a conviction. State v. Julian, 129 Idaho 133, 136, 922 P.2d 1059, 1062 (1996). 
Therefore, had the officer made a mistake, this court finds that such mistake is 
reasonable. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the reasoning as set forth above, Martinez's arguments in support of his 
Motion to Dismiss or Suppress cannot be maintained. Therefore, his Motion to Dismiss 
or Suppress is hereby DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
Dated This ~ rch, 2010 . 
. RICHARD BEV AN, District Judge 
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NOTICE OF ORDER 
I, Shelley Bartlett, Deputy Clerk for the County Twin Falls, do hereby certify that on the 
4~ day of March, 2010 I have caused to be served a true and correct copy of the 
above and foregoing document: MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS OR SUPPRESS, to each of the persons as listed 
below: 
Leah Fredback 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Peter Hatch 
Twin Falls County Public Defender's Office 
P.O. Box 126 
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[] ARRAIGNMENT [] STATUS [\('CHANGE OF PLEA [] SENTENCING [] OTHER ________ _ 
APPEARANCES: 
[\J,'1}pfendant ~ ~ 
[\}'Def. Atty p~-; k\ ~ros. Atty J~L Sti..,...r5\Ll__ [] Other ______________ _ 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[ J Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to be represented by counsel 
[] Defendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties 
[ J Defendant indicated he/she understands 
[ J Waived right to counsel-------~] Waived reading of information 
[] Court appointed Public Defender [] Confirmed [] Conflict [] Court denied Court appointed counsel 
ENTRY OF NOT GUil TY: ____ Days for trial 
[] Set for Jury Trial : ] Pretrial _________ [] Status _______ discovery deadline __ _ * ENTRY OF GUil TY PLEA: [\r'6efendant duly sworn in and testified. 
[] Charge amended ___________ Pleato Pos. of r.L:5\1\'.trc:U..eJ ~$.~ 
~Enters plea freely & voluntarily with knowledge of consequence [] Drug Court [] Status ______ _ 
[\J"Plea of guilty accepted by Court [q,Pre-sentence investigation report ordered [..r§entencing date _5_-~fl~-~l=D _________ _ 
[ J I.C.19-2524 [] Updated PSR [] Alcohol eval [] Controlled substance eval [] Mental Health eval [] Psychosexual eval 
BAIL: [] Counsel addressed court. 
[ ] Released on O.R. [ ] Released back on probation [] Bail set at ____ _ [] Court Compliance Program [] Bond condition order signed 
[ ] Motion for bond reduction denied [] UA _____ per week [] Reside at ________________ _ 
SENTENCE:[] Counsel gave recommendations to the court. 
[] Penitentiary _____ Determinate ______ Indeterminate _____ [] Concurrent with ___ [] Consecutive to ___ _ 
[] 120 [] 180 days retained jurisdiction [] Probation lime [] Withheld judgment 
[] Fine ________ Fine suspended [] Court Costs [] Court Compliance Fee _________ _ 
[] Public Defender reimbursement _____ lCR33D2 (Prosecutor fee) ________ [] Restitution Amount ________ _ 
[ ]Payments to begin __________ at. ______ per month [] Final payment due by _____ _ 
[ ,_ __ Days discretionary Credit for ____ days. [] __ days county jail held in abeyance until review hearing ____ _ 
[] County jail as term of probation ______ [] Suspended county jail _____ [] Work Release if approved 
[] Exhibit 1 & 2 (Probation Terms) submitted [] Hair Follicle Test ___ per year []Random __ UA's per week for __ days 
[] Drug rehabilitation rec. by probation officer [] Financial Counseling [] Report to aftercare provider within ___ hrs 
[ ] Apologize to victim within ___ days [] No alcohol [] Not frequent bars [] No drugs(unless prescribed) 
(] Substance abuse evaluation & follow recommendations by _____ [] Attend AA/NA ______ x per [] week [] Sponsor by ___ _ 
[] Job Search [] Obtain/maintain fulllime employment or student status [] GED to be completed by ______ _ 
[] Polygraph test [] Chemical tests [] Waive 4th amendment rights to search [] Mental Health Evaluation by ________ _ 
[] Driving privileges suspended _____ __,rs [ ] __ yrs absolute [ ] Interlock Device ______ _ 
[] Community service ___ hours within _____ days [] Advise of address change 
[] Waive extradition [] Comply with all court orders [ I No further misdemeanors or felonies [ ]1.C.19-2524 Treatment 
[] Enroll with Probation and Parole reporter 5 days after returning to U.S. or 48 hours win State of Idaho 
[] Right to appeal [] DNA [] Right Thumbprint 
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Guilty Plea Advisory ~ 
(Approved For Use in Twin Falls District ,Qourt) DEPUTY 
(Revised as of January 2008) 
STATEMENT OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 
(Please initial each response) 
1. You have the right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything about the crime(s) you are 
accused of committing. If you elect to have a trial, the state may not call you as a witness or ask 
you any questions. However, anything you do say can be used as evidence against you in court. 
l crstan~ that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to remain silent before and during trial. 
2. You have the right to be represented by an attorney. If you want an attorney and cannot pay for 
one, you can ask the judge for an attorney who will be paid by the county. You may be required to 
reimburse the county for the cost of this representation. 810 . 
3. You are presumed to be innocent. You will be found guilty if: 1) you plead guilty in front of the 
judge, or 2) you are found guilty at a jury trial. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to be presumed innocent. -'-~ .... A//,._,_ _ 
4. You have the right to a speedy and public jury trial before twelve persons. A jury trial is a court 
hearing to determine whether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s) brought against you. In 
a jury trial, you have the right to present evidence in your defense and to testify in your own 
defense. You are not required to do so, however. The state must convince all of the jurors of your 
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to a speedy and public jury trial. 
~ 
5. You have the right to confront the witnesses testifying against you. This occurs during a jury trial. 
At trial, the state must prove its case by calling witnesses to testify under oath in front of you, the 
jury, and your attorney. Your attorney could then cross-examine (question) each witness. You 
could also call witnesses of your choosing to testify on your behalf. If you do not have the funds to 
bring those witnesses to court, the state will pay the cost of bringing your witnesses to court and 
will compel their attendance by the use of the subpoena power of the court. 
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I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to confront the witnesses against me, 
and present witnesses and evidence in my defense. ___ _ 
QUESTIONS REGARDING ABILITY TO ENTER PLEA 
(Please answer every question. If you do not understand a question consult your attorney before answering.) 
Please Circle and /nit~ 
1. Do you read and write the English language? ........................................................ YES_ O~ 
If not, have you been provided with an interpreter to help you fill out this form? ...... ~ ~o_ 
Do you want an Interpreter? ................................................................... ................ ~"No_ 
2. What is your age? 23 
3. What is your true and legal name? -=--~.,_,.,OJJ..____.l __ ;Y....___.-=<(,y-._~-#-...... 7'/Z-4.>e ..... Z.__ ...... 6"-'a ............ n-'-=-2a~" ....... t'-?-Z'------
4. What was the highest grade of school you completed? _...._l l._t-L _ _ 
If you ~id n~t complete.high school, h~ve you r~ceived ?either a general /Ll'vf 
education diploma or high school equ1valency diploma . ........................................... YES~ . 
5. Are you currently under the care of a mental health professional? ....... ................... YES~ 1<,tv 
6. Have you ever been diagnosed with a mental health disorder? ............................ YES_ a R/V 
If so, what was the diagnosis and when was it made? _______________ _ 
7. Are you currently prescribed any medication? ......................................................... YES_~::::::::::.,f<.N1 
If so, have you taken your prescription medication during the past 24 hours? .......... YES_ NO_ 
8. In the last 24 hours, have you taken any medications or drugs, or drank any 
=~~~~~~~=~e~=~~~o~~~c~hfso~a~:l;e~~.~~~~t .. ~~.~~ .. ~.~.i~'.~~ .. ~~ .. ~.~.~~ .. ~.~.~.~.~~~~~ ........... YES_~ R./v 
g_fil:~; ;~~t~~v~~;ma;~ .. ~.i'.:'.~~.
1?.'.~.~~~~~~~~~~'.~.~ .. ~~~~.~~~.~~~.~~'.~~ .. ~~ ...................... ~NO_ \ 
1 ~-~~i~~~~~~~~~~~:;8.s_on th.at_ y~~. ~8.".".~t ~8.ke a -'~8.s_one_d_ and i nf~CTTl~d ............. YES ~ j111 
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Plea Agreement 
11. ls your guilty plea the result of a plea agreement? ............................................... ~Ji1t NO_ 
If so, what are the terms of that plea agreement? (If available, a written plea 
agreement must be attached hereto as "Addendum 'A"') 
1 2. Have your read this plea agreement? ..................................................................... @~NO_ 
1 3. Do you understand this plea agreement? ............................................. .................. ~..&4 NO_ 
14. ls there anything about this plea agreement that you don't understand? ................. YES_Q A41 
15. There are two types of plea agreements. Please initial the one paragraph below which describes 
the type of plea agreement: 
a. I understand that my plea agreement is a binding plea agreement. This means that if the 
district court does not impose the specific sentence as recommended by both parties, I will be 
allowed to withdraw my plea of guilty and proceed to a jury trial. ___ _ 
Cb/1 understand that my plea agreement is a non-binding plea agreement. This means that the 
court is not bound by the agreement or any sentencing recommendations, and may impose 
any sentence authorized by law, up to the maximum sentence stated above. Because the 
court is not bound by the agreement, if the district court chooses not to follow the agreement, I 
will not have the right to withdraw my guilty plea. ___ _ 
1 
~-e~f~~:~: ~~hae; ~~~l~~~.~ .. ~.~.~.~ .. ~.~.~~.:~.~~~.~~i.~~.~~~~.'.~.~1.~.~.~.~~~.~~~~··············· YES_ Q_ ANI 
17. Has anyone told you what your sentence will be? .................................................. YES_~ (A.(\. 
If so, what have you been promised? _____________________ _ 
If so, what issue(s) are you reserving the right to appeal? (A copy of the written conditional plea 
must be attached.) 
Guilty Plea Form 
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1 ~t;~~ ;f ~o:~ i~~~ ya0g~~:~~~~? ~~~~~ 1 •. ~.~·~·r· !.~~~ ~~ ~~. ~~. ~~.~.~i.~.~i.~~ ........................ YES~/.? ,Nf 
2~.9~:ev~f~t~ w.~.i~~~.~~~1·~·~'.~.~.~.~~.~.~~.~~·l··~~~~·~·~·~.~~~~~.~~ .. ~.~.~.~~·~·~·~·~·~-'·~·~··········G)~ NO_ 
21. Do you understand that by pleading guilty you will waive (or give up) any defen~ 
both factual and legal, that you believe you may have in this case? ...................... ~~ NO_ 
22. Do you understand that this includes waiver of any claimed violations of your 
Constitutional rights? ............................................................................................... YES_ NO_ 
2
~0A:~J~ir T~v!~~~: ;~;ec~~\~;s~~~.~~~~.~~~~~~~~.~~~.~~~.~~~~~~'.~.~~~~~~~~.~~~ ......... YES~ M 
24. Do you understand that if you enter an unconditional guilty plea in this case you will 
not be able to challenge any rulings that came before the guilty plea including: 
1) any searches or seizures that occurred in your case, 2) any issues concerning 
the method or manner of your arrest, and 3) any issues about any statements you 
may have made to law enforcement? ........................................................................ YES_ NO_ 
25. Do you understand that when you plead guilty, you are admitting the truth of each 
and every allegation contained in the charge(s) to which you plead guilty? ........... ~~....&!.tNO_ 
POTENTIAL SENTENCE 
26.1 am charged with the crime(s) of fo::F'. J ~rJ.J ~L-.c,c 
The minimum and maximum jail seJ)tence and fine including a "civil penalty" for each crime is 
717'C!? L ~ I s , (20 D . 
I 
27. Do you understand that there are other direct consequences that arise ~ 
from entry of a felony charge that are explained below . .......................................... ~~o_ 
28.As a term of your plea agreement, are you pleading guilty to more than one crime?YES_@~ 
If so, do you understand that your sentences for each crime could be ordered to be 
served either concurrently (at the same time) or consecutively (one after the other)?YES_ NO_ 
ADDITIONAL DIRECT CONSEQUENCES OF A GUILTY PLEA 
29.Are you currently on probation or parole? ............................................................... YES~ 1\..1 
If so, do you understand that a plea of guilty in this case could be the basis tJ 
of a violation of that probation or parole? ................................................................. YES_ NO_ 1.--
30.Are you aware that if you are not a citizen of the United States, the entry of 
a plea or making of factual admissions could: (1) result in your deportation or 
Guilty Plea Form 
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removal from the United States; (2) preclude you from obtaining legal status in ~ 
the United States; or (3) prevent you from obtaining United States citizenship? ..... ~NO_ 
31. Does the crime to which you will plead guilty require you L) 
to register as a sex offender? (I.C. § 18-8304) ........................................................ YES_~ NT 
32.Are you aware that if you plead guilty you may be required to pay restitution 
in this case? (I.C. §19-5304) .................................................................................... ~.&1(NO_ 
3 !i~=~~;:im"!~~e~. t°.. ~~~ r~stit_uti~ n. ~~. ~. ~°.".d.it_i~-"- ~f ~°.".' ___ .. _____________________________ B~NO_ 
If so, to whom and how much? ""S+a.-lc:. ------------------------
34. ls a driver's license suspension required as a result of a guilty plea in this case? YES_~~/\,/ 
If so, for how long must your license be suspended? ____ _ ~~ 
Is there a discretionary license suspension applicable to this case? ... ~.~ ........... YES_ NO_ 
If so, do you understand that the decision to grant you restricted driving ~it+ 
privileges is up to the Judge? ................................................................................... YES NO 
35.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which a mandatory domestic violence, 
substance abuse, or psychosexual evaluation is requ~ b-c,,r- ~ 
(I.C. §§ 18-918(7)(a),-B005(9),-B317) ................................. !~ .. ~~ ......................... ~~o_ 
. 
36.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you may be required to pay the costs~ 
of prosecution and investigation? (I.C. § 37-2732A(K)) (1.C.R. 33(d)(2)) ........... ~~o_ 
Have you and the state agreed upon the amount of this reimbursement? ................. YES_ Q~/\1 
If you, what is the amount? ___________________ _ 
37.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you will be required to submit ~ 
a DNA sample and Right Thumbprint impression to the state? (I.C. § 19-5506) ... YES_~_/?/vt 
38.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which the court could impose a fine for a 
0~te§ ~fg~i~~~~~~.~~.~~.~~.~~·.~~~· .. ~.~·~·~·~-'~.~~.~~~.~'.~.t·i·~.~~.~~~.~~'.~~~······················· YES_ ~~M 
39. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, during the period of your ~ 
sentence, you will lose your right to vote in Idaho? (lo. CONST. art.6, §3) ............... ~NO_ 
40. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony during the period of your 
f1~~~~~:~~~~.;:l~l~t~.~·~·~·~·~'.~.~.~.~~.~.~.'.~ .. ~.~.~~'.~.~~~i·~·~.i~ . .'~~~~~ ............................. ~NO_ 
41. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, during the period of your 
Guilty Plea Form 
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~l~~~~~:~~~~.~~I ~o;f .. ~.~·~·~·~i·~·~·~.~~ .. ~.~~~~~~.~~? .. ~.~.~~'.~~·i·~··I·~·~·~·~.: ......................... ~ NO_ 
42. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony you will lose your right to L:) 
purchase, possess, or carry firearms? (I.C. § 18-31 0) ............................................ ~..lt14 NO_ 
RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR ATTORNEY 
43. Have you had sufficient time to discuss your case with your attorney? ................ @& NO_ 
44. Have you told your attorney everything you know about your case? ...................... Q~ NO_ 
45. Is there anything you have requested your attorney do that has not been done? ... YES_~f?M 
If yes, please explain. ___________________________ _ 
46. Your attorney can obtain various items from the prosecutor relating to your case. This 
may include police reports, witness statements, tape recordings, photographs, reports 
of scientific testing, etc. This is called "discovery." Have you reviewed the evidenc~ 
provided to your attorney during discovery? ............................................................ ~~-
47.Are there any additional items you want to view before entering a guilty plea? ....... YES_~---M-1 
If so, what? 
48. Have you told your attorney about any witnesses who would show your 
innocence? YES_~Nf 
4~i·I:~~~~~~= ~;~e~~~'.~~~.~.~.~~~.~~.~~~~~~~~.~~.~.~~'.i.~·~·t·~.~~ .. ~~~.~~~'.~~.~ .. ~.~~.~.1~.~~'.1.1 .. ~~ •... YEs~Rtv? 
If so, what motions or requests? _______________________ _ 
S~-~l~y~~~~::~~r:~~~~.'.~.~'..~~.~~~· .. i.~.~.''.~~'.~~.~.~.1~1·~·~'.'.~~~~~.· .. ~.~.~ .. ~~.~~.~ .. ~~~.~~.:.'.~~~ ... ~~NO_ 
51.Are you satisfied with your attorney's representation? ............................................ Q....&4No_ 
If not, please state why you are dissatisfied ___________________ _ 
Guilty Plea Form 
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s ~.'. ~.~.~. ~ ~~~~~:. '. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~·i·~·~· .~~ ~ ~. ~~~~ ~.~.~.~.' .. t.~_I~. :.~'.~. ~.~.~·t· ·t·~· .~.~:.. ~.~.~·~· .~1.1 ~'. ~.~ .. ~. ~.~ .~~. i.~. '.~~~~-QAM 
53. Later in this form and in open court you will be asked to state what you did that makes you guilty 
of committing the crime(s) you are pleading guilty to. 
~.~~.~~~~~~' .. '.~~~~~·i·~·~ .. ~.~~~.~~~~~~·~·~·'·~·~-'~.:.~~.~.~-~.t .. t.~ .. ~~:..~.~.~.~ .. ~.~.~~~~~?.~.~.~~.~~~ty P~M 
If so, what have you been told to say? ---------------------
54.Are you entering your plea freely and voluntarily? ................................................. ~.&4No_ 
55. Why are you pleading guilty to the charge(s) in this case? _____________ _ 
5~~i~~~~l~~~~~fc(~~%1~~~.~.~~.~~~.~'.~.~~.~.~i~.~.~~ .. ~~~~.~l.'.~.~-~-~.i~.~~~ ................. ~~NO_ 
57. Explain what you did that makes you guilty of the charges against you. 
58. Have you had any trouble answering any of the questions in this form which /7 
you could not resolve by discussing the issue(s) with your attorney? ........................ YES_ NO/___.itvt 
If so, what? ------------------------------
59. If you were provided with an interpreter to help you fill out this form, have ~ ~ 
you had any trouble understanding your interpreter? ............................................... ~--~ RN 
60. Do you need any additional time before you enter your guilty plea(s)? .................... YES~R_~ 
61. Do you understand that if the Court accepts your guilty plea(s) that you ~. _ 
may not be able to withdraw your plea(s) at a later date? ................................. ~NO_ 
62. Do you want a trial in this case? ........................................................................... ... YES_~R/\1 
Guilty Plea Form 
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63. ls there any other matter not covered by your answers to the foregoing questions 
that affects your decision to plead guilty that you want to tell the Court about? .......... YES ~RM 
If so, what? ------------------------------
64.1 hereby enter a plea of 
L,,(Z.. 
·1u....;/7 to the Charge(s) of: 
I have answered the questions on pages 1-8 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form truthfully, 
understand all of the questions and answers herein, have discussed each question and answer with 
my attorney, and have completed this form freely and voluntarily. Furthermore, no one has 
threatened me to do so. 
Dated this 12.. day of t1dw-c. L 
:I :B0v11V1 6an2a1e2: 
DEFENDANT 
,201f.J.. 
a knowledge that I have discussed in detail the foregoing questions and answers with 
Guilty Plea Form 
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POST PLEA RIGHTS 
A presentence investigation will be ordered by the Court unless both you and the State waive that 
report and the Court approves that waiver. The Court may order evaluations as part of tr1is 
investigation. You have the right to have your attorney present during both the presentence 
investigation and during any evaluations ordered as part of the evaluation. You have the right to 
remain silent during all proceedings and interviews from now until sentencing. 
1. Have you discussed these rights with your attorney? .............................................. ~...&-iNO_ 
2. Do you understand these additional rights? ............................................................ ~ NO_ 
3. Do you understand that you may waive these rights? .............................................. ~NO_ 
4. Do you have any questions concerning either these rights or the waiver of 
these rights? ........................................................................................... .................. YES_@~ 
I acknowledge the foregoing post plea rights. 
I certify that I have discussed these post plea rights with my client. _....::...._ __ ;;__--""'----=-----'<-::...:'-+>,IL--
Guilty Plea Form 
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OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126 
(208) 734-1155 
ISB #7421 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 















Case No. CR-09-11300 
CONDITIONAL PLEA 
COMES NOW, Raul Martinez-Gonzalez, the above-named defendant, by and 
through his attorney, Peter M. Hatch, Deputy Public Defender for Twin Falls County, and 
reserves the right to appeal judgment pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(2) of the Idaho Criminal Rules in 
the above entitled case. As grounds therefore: 
1. ICR 11 ( a)(2) allows a defendant to enter a conditional plea of guilty reserving, in 
writing, the right to appeal from the judgment or to review a specified adverse ruling. This 
conditional plea is the writing specifying the reservation of the right to appeal. 
CONDITIONAL PLEA - page 1 of 3 
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2. The defendant reserves the right to appeal the Court's Memorandum Decision and 
Order denying his Motion to Dismiss or Suppress. 
3. Should the defendant prevail on appeal regarding the decision denying his Motion To 
Dismiss or Suppress, the defendant shall be allowed to withdraw his plea. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 22 nd day of March, 2010. 
Peter M. Hatch 
Deputy Public Defender 
CONDITIONAL PLEA - page 2 of 3 
~oar s1 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
CONDITIONAL PLEA was delivered to the following on the 22nd day of March, 2010, by 
placing it in the appropriate box at the Twin Falls County Courthouse. 
[/ Leah Fredback 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney For Twin Falls County 
Peter M. Hatch 
Deputy Public Defender 




















TWIN FALLS CO Y 
DISTRICT COURT PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 1 WIH FALLS CO. IOAHO 
FILED 
GRANT P. LOEBS 
ZOIU MAR 22 PM 12: 28 
BY------;C;'i"LciE~~K:--425 SHOSHONE STREET NORTH 
P.O. Box 126 
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83303-0126 qf'J 
OFFER--PLEA AGREEMENT 
_____ DEPUTY 
Defendant: Raul Martinez-Gonzalez 
Defense Attorney: Peter Hatch 
Case Number: CR 09-11300 
Date of Offer: 11-2-09 OFFER EXPIRES: 11-5-09 
Filed Charges 
Count 1: Possession of a Controlled Substance 
Offer 
The State makes the following offer and the Defendant Agrees to the Following Terms: 
_X __ Plead guilty to The charge 
(*) 
(**) 
X Jail/Prison terms (*): 2-5, suspended for a 5 year probation 
X Terms of Probation: Each party is free to argue terms of probation 
X Restitution to "law enforcement agencies" as outlined in I.C. § 37-2732 (k) 
X Special Terms: If the defendant returns to the United States illegally, it will constitute a violation 
of probation and the State will seek to have the underlying sentence imposed. 
On this term, the Defense may argue for whatever it feels is appropriate. 
Pursuant to Idaho law, the parties agree that the State is free to argue, and the Court is free to consider the facts of the 
dismissed cases in aggravation at sentencing. 




This offer is contingent upon the Defendant waiving preliminary hearing on all filed charges, being present for 
all court hearings, receiving no subsequent criminal charges or probation/parole violation allegations prior to 
sentencing, complying with all court orders (including court compliance), and the accuracy of the Defendant's 
criminal history as discovered by the State in the NCIC report, juvenile history, and driving record. 
Thus, the State may alter the above Sentencing recommendation after this offer is made if: 
1. There are new criminal charges or probation/parole violations filed against this Defendant (including 
new criminal offenses or violations committed or discovered by the State before sentencing), 
The Defendant has additional juvenile or adult convictions beyond those provided in discovery, ~ 
which the Defendant fails to reveal to the State, .. ~ 
The Defendant fails to appear for any scheduled court hearing in this case or any other criminal v,1"'.;<(}9eJA 
case pending against the Defendant or fails to comply with any court order. v-;\ \ 
2. 
3. 
e by the court, i s . 
• However, the defe~_ru1t-r-et · s 19 t to appeal the sentence if the Court exceeds the Sta ommendation. 
• This _9ffeds-witharawn if the Defendant does not accept it by the expiration date or if the Defendant does not plead 
.----ga1fty pursuant to the offer at District Court Arraignment. 
~------ Pursuant to Idaho law, the parties stipulate that it is not "double jeopardy" for the court to consider prior convictions 
in aggravation at sentencing. 
I have read the offer, I understand it, and I accept the offer on the above-stated terms. 
3/4z/;o 
Defendant Date 1 1 
-·oo 83 
icial District Court, State of ldal, 
In and For the County of Twin Falls 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATION§tS1R-ICT COU1Ro\1-w 
1 WlH FALLS CO. 




1122 Washington St S #37 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
Defendant. 
) Case No: CR-20~\bdi Uoo 
) CHARGE(s): 
) ·. 111111t2 ?? PM \2: 26 










BY. - CLEf<K 
REQUIRED ROA CODES: (Enter the appropriate code) 
PSIO1- Order for Presentence lnvesti A~g~J;< 
PSMH1- Order for Presenter\' e nvestigation Report and 
Mental Health Assessment 
PSSA1- Order for Presentence Investigation Report and 
Substance Abuse Assessment ________________________ ) 
On this Monday, March 22, 2010, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable G. Richard Bevan to be completed 
for Court appearance on Monday, May 17, 2010 at: 01 :30 PM atthe above stated courthouse. 
EVALUATIONS TO BE DONE: Copy of each evaluation to be sent to Presentence Investigation Office to be included with PSI 
Under IC 19-2524 assessment(s) is (are) ordered which shall include a criminogenic risk assessment of the defendant 
pursuant to (IC 19-2524(4)): 
D Mental Health Examination as defined in IC 19-2524(3), including any plan for treatment (PSMH1 ROA code); and/or 
D Substance Abuse Assessment as defined in IC 19-2524(2) including any plan for treatment. (PSSA1 ROA code) 
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI: 
D Sex Offender D Domestic Violence D Other ______ _ Evaluator: ______________ _ 
J,{ No evaluations are ordered. (PSI01 ROA code) 
DEFENSE COUNSEL: '"'"M=a"""ril'"'"'"'"n""-P=a=ul'---------------------------------
PROS ECUTOR: -"'G"'"'ra"'"n,..,_t =Lo=e=b=s-----~--
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: ~ES D NO If yes where: ________________ _ 
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation 
WHJ/JOC D ProbaUon~ PD Reimb D Fine D!?J D R~ Other: P,,,,..,</~ 
Date: ~ ~- 2:2 ';2.IJ/() Signature: -~----· '-/J;;, ___ ~_c;,a,""------------------
Judge 
!DEFENDANT'S INFORMATION: lll6'~;ffll'Sji)Jiffl DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER? D NO DYES 
Name: Raul Martinez-Gonzalez 
Address:1122 Washington St S #37 
Telephone: (208) 282-6299 
D Male D Female D RACE: Caucasian D Hispanic D Other 
City.Twin Falls ____ State:J_Q_ZIP:~83~3~0~1 ___ _ 
Message Phone: ____________ Work Phone: ______ _ 
Employer: _________________ Work Address: 
Date of Birth--~~-------------- Social Security Number: 
Name & Phone Number of nearest relative: ____________________________ _ 
Date of Arrest: _______________ ~Arresting Agency: ________________ _ 
Your assigned Pre-sentence Investigator will contact you to schedule an interview using the above information. Please have 
your Pre-sentence Investigation Personal History Questionnaire filled out completelv for interview. 
DJS_TRICT COURT 
C 
Fifth Judicial Dist,i.,f 
ouniy onw,·n r.,_,, :· " 
'ui,S- q,,..., f/d h 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS By 
'-•taW O a 0 
MAY 1 7 2010 ~Sbfo-
-----. 
~ ~::;,;;:k 
CDAATSEE # ~C~B~_._(H.____f ..... i-25_0~<-5 -- ~-<Ut" ~;:;;; JUDGE be. \f' Cvv1 
~~~~~TE~ t)df~:f-SZ:N~w±:o(\ 5--17-1 D ., l.i~,"' TIME ---li.-'·~::0....._._+Q,,._~<-+------
COURTROOM __ ___,, ________ _ CD ___ 2_0~0~\ __ r______ _ 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 
~u • .L 
[ ] ARRAIGNMENT [] STATUS [ ] CHANGE OF PLEA [i'§ENTENCING [ ] OTHER _____ _ 
APPEARANCES: 
(Y]'Defendant ~L, .. J::::., 
[v]"Def. Counsel -= f\6.:\ch 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[v1 Prosecutor t'\e-4~ ~p~ 
[ ] Other ________________ _ 
[ ] Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to representation 
[ ] Defendant is advised of the effect of a guilty plea and the maximum penalties 
[ ] Defendant indicated that he/she understands rights and penalties 
[ ] Waived reading of the "Information" [ ] Public Defender is confirmed/appointed 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY PLEA: [ ] By defendant [ ] By the Court State's Attorney: ___________ _ 
___ # of days for trial Pre-Trial_________ Jury Trial ___________ _ 
Discovery Cutoff_________ Status Hearing _______________ _ 
ENTRY OF GI.Ill TY PLEA: [ ] Defendant duly sworn in and questioned by the Court 
Charge Amended to ______________ Pied to _________________ _ 
[ ] Enters plea knowingly, freely and voluntarily [ ] Plea accepted and adjudged guilty 
Sentencing Date ___________ _ 
[ ] Presentence Report ordered [ ] 19-2524 Substance Abuse Eval [ ] 19-2524 Mental Health Eval 
[ ] Updated PSR [ ] Psychosexual Eval [ ] Domestic Violence Eval[ ] Other Eval ______ _ 
[ ] Drug Court recommended Status Date _____________ _ 
BOND HEARING: [ ] Counsel addressed the Court 
[ ] Released on own recognizance [ ] Bond remains as set [ ] Bond re-set to ________ _ 
Conditions of Release: [ ] Court Compliance [ ] Curfew [ ] Remain on Probation 
[ ] Reside at____________________ [ ] __ Random UAs per week 
SENTENCE: [ .. Counsel gave recommendations to the Court 
['1Penitentiary _~......,~------ Determinate __.2.""-... u_..,,_rs...______ Indeterminate __ 3~~-C=S ____ _ 
[ ] Credit for _____ days [ ] Concurrent U [ ] Consecutive ________ _ 
[ ] 120 [ ] 180 days Retained Jurisdiction [ ] Withheld Judgment 
[\(Court Costs (1.j"l=ine -1.DOD-e_ [ ] Suspended c:;roc,c. ~ q::, 
M Public Defender Fees fi:&~ [ ] Court Compliance Fees_____ [lfRestitution -"'_: ~~~\ 3 __ -_____ _ 
[ ] Payments to begin ~-------at _____ per month· Final payment due ________ _ 
[vf Probation Time c::; ~s [vj"Exhibits 1 & 2 (General & Specific Probation Terms) submitted 
Other Terms: [ ] ____ days county jail [ ] ___ county jail suspended [ ] ____ days credit for county jail 
[ ] ___ days county jail held in abeyance until review hearing on_______ [ ] Work Release, if approved 
[ ] ___ Random UAs per week for ___ days [ ] __ Hair Follicle tests per year 
[ ] ___ AA/1\JA meetings in __ days [ ] Obtain a Sponsor by _____ _ 
[ ] Report to Aftercare Provider within 24 hours [ ] Obtain Substance Abuse Eval by _______ and follow recs 
[ ] Obtain Mental Health Eval by_______ [ ] Follow all treatment under I.C. 19-2524 
[ ] Create a Budget [ ] No checking account unless approved [ ] No indebtedness of $250.00 or more unless approved 
[ ] Apologize to Victim by______ [ ] GED to be completed by _________ _ 
[ ] Driving privileges suspended ____ years [ J __ years ABSOLUTE [ ] Interlock device until _____ _ 
[ ] hours Community Service within __ days [ ] Comply with all court orders [ ] DNA Sample [ ] Thumbprint 
[~ with Probation and Parole within 5 days of returning to the U.S. or within 48 hours to the State of Idaho 
Other: CcvN~As -to l.v..A.S'l.~§"\fCSeci lt: cle.te-0.dc.,.q±, ·i;s clR-(X>f±fd ·vo not 
re -f,wtfJ us [ u f~JJ,,l 'j 
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GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box] 26 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
DISTRICT cou~; 
Fifth Judfcisf Distr&~·; · 
Coun1y of Twin F .ells _ St~; c: . .. ,. ,;, 
MAY 1 7 zorn R'.':P r 
B.v--:::::----
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN 














Case No, CR 09-11300 
ORDER OF RESTITUTION 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ pay restitution totaling 
$813.93 to the victims/entities following this paragraph. 
Idaho State Police Headquarters 
Attn: Financial Service, MC 
700 South Stratford 
Meridian ID 83642 
Twin Falls Police Department 
PO Box 3027 
Twin Falls ID 83303 
Order of Restitution - I 
$100.00 
$316.43 
Twin Falls County Prosecutor's Office 
PO Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
$397.50 
That such payments be monitored by said Probation and Parole Officer through the 
Probation and Parole Office, and paid to the Clerk of the Court, PO Box 126, Twin Falls, Idaho, 
83303. 
All restitution to be paid as ordered by the Comi or on a payment schedule as set forth by 
the Department of Probation and Parole. 
Additionally, pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-5305, after forty-two ( 42) days from the entry of 
an Order of Restitution or at the conclusion of a hearing to reconsider an Order of Restitution, 
whichever occurs later, an Order of Restitution may be recorded as a judgment and the victim may 
execute as provided by law for civil judgments. 
DATEDthis (1i';of_...,_4_------','f ____ ,2010. 
District Judge 
Order of Restitution - 2 
t' 0 0 0 8 7 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ·z_o day of __ \V\._M-.. +------' 2010, I served a copy of 
the foregoing ORDER OF RESTITUTION thereof to the following: 
Leah Fredback l~ Court Folder 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Office of the Public Defender [~ Court Folder 
Attorney for Defendant 
Probation and Parole-District V l L{ Court Folder 
Central Records [~ U.S. Mail 
IDOC 
PO Box 83720 
Boise ID 83720-0018 
Order of Restitution - 3 
r- 0 0 0 8 8 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT o£'fim 
----.:::;_-DE PUT y 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
State of Idaho, 
Plaintiff, 





JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
UPON A PLEA OF GUILTY TO ONE FELONY COUNT, 
SUSPENDING SENTENCE AND ORDER PLACING DEFENDANT ON 
PROBATION, I.C. § 19-2601(2) and (5). 
I. APPEARANCES. 
1. The date of sentencing was 05/17 /10, (hereinafter called sentencing date). 
2. The State of Idaho was represented by counsel, Melissa Kippes, of the Twin Falls County 
Prosecutor's office. 
3. The defendant, RAUL MARTil\JEZ-GONZALEZ, appeared personally. LC.§ 19-2503. 
4. The defendant was represented by counsel, Peter Hatch. 
5. G. Richard Bevan, District Judge, presiding. 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - 1 ·co" 89 
II. ARRAIGNMENT FOR SENTENCING; I.C. § 19-2510, I.C.R. 33. 
1. Arraignment: The defendant, RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, was informed by the 
Court at the time of the sentencing of the nature of charge and the defendant's plea, 
which in this case was: 
Crime of: Possession of a Controlled Substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, a felony. 
Idaho Code Section(s): 37-2732(c)(l). 
Maximum Penalty: Court costs, restitution, up to seven (7) years imprisonment, up to 
fifteen thousand dollar ($15,000) fine, or both such fine and imprisonment, and substance 
abuse treatment can be ordered at the defendant's expense. 
Idaho Code Section(s): 37-2732(c)(l). 
Guilty by Plea -- date of: 03/22/10. 
2. Grounds for Not Entering Judgment (I.C. §§ 19-2510, 19-2511): The defendant was 
then asked by the Court whether the defendant had any legal cause to show why 
judgment should not be pronounced against the defendant, to which the defendant 
responded 11No. 11 
III. PLEA OF GUILTY PREVIOUSLY ENTERED AND ACCEPTED. 
1. The defendant, RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, previously pled guilty on the date of 
03/22/10, (hereinafter called "the entry of plea"), to the crime set forth in section II 
immediately above. 
2. At the entry of the plea of guilty, and pursuant to LC.R. 5 and 11, the following occurred: 
A. The defendant was advised by the Court of the following: 
1. The nature of the charge against the defendant, the minimum and 
maximum punishments, and other direct consequences which may apply; 
11. That the defendant was not required to make any statement and that any 
statement made by the defendant may be used against the defendant in a 
court of law; 
m. That the defendant was presumed to be innocent; 
1v. That by entering a plea of guilty to the above identified charge, the 
defendant would: 
a. Waive the right to a trial by jury; 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - 2 ,. oor 90 
b. Waive the right to require the State to prove each material element 
of the crime charged beyond a reasonable doubt; 
c. Waive the right to free Court appointed counsel to represent the 
defendant through a jury trial if the defendant was indigent; 
d. Waive the right to a speedy trial; 
e. Waive the right to challenge the evidence presented by the State, 
and specifically the right to confront and cross examine the 
witnesses who testified against the defendant; 
f. Waive the right to present evidence on the defendant's own behalf, 
specifically including the right to subpoena witnesses at the 
County's expense; 
g. Waive the right against compulsory self-incrimination; 
h. Waive any and all possible defenses to the charge brought against 
the defendant, both factual and legal; and 
1. Lose the right to appeal except as to the sentence imposed. 
B. The Court inquired of whether any promises had been made to the defendant or 
whether the plea was a result of any plea bargaining agreement, and if so, the 
nature of the agreement; and that the defendant was informed that the Court was 
not bound by any promises or recommendations from either party as to 
punishment. 
C. The defendant was advised, in accordance with I.C.R. 11 (d)(2), that if the Court 
did not accept the sentencing recommendation or request, the defendant 
nevertheless had no right to withdraw the defendant's guilty plea on that basis. 
D. The defendant stated and acknowledged that the plea was knowingly and 
voluntarily given; and that the plea was given of the defendant's own free will and 
volition. 
E. That there was a factual basis to support the said plea. 
F. Whereupon the defendant entered a plea of guilty to said charge. 
G. The Court then found that the plea was entered upon the advice and consent of the 
defendant's counsel. 
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H. Whereupon the Court accepted the plea of guilty and found and adjudged the 
defendant, RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, guilty of the crime identified and 
set forth in section II "Arraignment for Sentencing" above. 
IV. SENTENCING DATE PROCEEDINGS. 
On 05/17 /10, the sentencing date, and after the arraignment for sentencing as set forth in section 
II "Arraignment for Sentencing" above, the Court proceeded as follows: 
1. Determined that more than two (2) days had elapsed from the plea to the date of 
sentencing. LC.§ 19-2501, LC.R. 33(a)(l). 
2. Discussed the presentence report and relevant matters with the parties pursuant to LC. § 
20-220 and I.C.R. Rule 32. 
3. Determined victim's rights and restitution issues pursuant to LC. § 19-5301 and Article 1, 
§ 22 of the Idaho Constitution. 
4. Offered an aggravation and/or mitigation hearing to both parties, including the right to 
present evidence pursuant to I.C.R. 33(a)(l). 
5. Heard comments and sentencing recommendations of both counsel and asked the 
defendant personally if the defendant wished to make a statement and/or to present any 
information in mitigation of punishment. LC.R. 33(a)(l ). 
6. The Court made its comments pursuant to LC. § 19-2512, and discussed one or more of 
the criteria set forth in I. C. § 19-2521. 
V. THE SENTENCE. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED, as follows: 
1. Crime of: Possession of a Controlled Substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, a felony. 
2. Court Costs: The defendant shall pay court costs in the sum of $165.50. 
3. Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $1,000.00 ($500.00 Suspended), and the 
defendant shall pay all costs, fees and fines ordered by this Court. This judgment that the 
defendant pay a fine and costs shall constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for 
money in a civil action. LC.§ 19-2518, LC.§ 19-2702. 
4. Penitentiary: The defendant, RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, shall be committed to 
the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence 
(LC.§ 19-2513) of 5 year(s); which unified sentence is comprised of a minimum (fixed) 
period of confinement of 2 year(s), followed by an indeterminate period of custody of3 
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year(s), with the precise time of the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board 
according to law, with the total sentence not to exceed 5 year(s). 
5. Sentence Suspended - Terms of Probation: Provided however, that the execution of said 
prison portion of the sentence is hereby suspended (the costs and fine portion is not 
suspended) and the defendant is placed on probation for a period of 5 year(s) beginning on 
05/17/10 to and under the control of the Idaho State Board of Correction, (LC.§ 19-
2601(5), LC.§ 20-219, and LC.R. 33(d)), subject to the following terms: 
A. Supervision Level: Pursuant to LC.§ 20-219, LD.O.C. is charged with the duty of 
supervising all persons convicted of a felony and placed on probation. As such, the 
level of supervision is left to the discretion of LD.O.C. 
1. Unsupervised Probation: However, in the event the defendant is removed 
from the United Sates of America, and thus, not available for supervision by 
LD.O.C., this unsupervised probation is specifically granted and is 
conditioned on the defendant's removal from the U.S. because the defendant 
cannot be supervised if deported. 
B. General Conditions: Abide by the Court Ordered General Conditions of Probation 
previously signed and attached hereto as Exhibit 1, which exhibit is by this reference 
incorporated herein. 
C. Specific Conditions: Abide by the Court Ordered Specific Conditions of 
Probation previously signed and attached hereto as Exhibit 2, which exhibit is by 
this reference incorporated herein. 
D. Special Terms and Conditions: In addition, the Court orders the following 
special conditions. 
a. County jail time previously served: All time that the defendant previously 
served in the county jail as a result of this crime shall be deemed served as a 
term and condition of this probation. The defendant shall presently serve no 
additionaljail time. __ _ 
b. Community Service: Declined as a condition of probation. 
c. PSI: The defendant shall abide by all reco1mnendations as given in his PSI on 
page9. __ 
d. Time allowed for payment of court costs, fines and restitution: The 
defendant must pay all court costs, fines and restitution. To that end, the 
defendant shall make installment payments by following a payment schedule 
created by Probation and Parole. __ _ 
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E. Termination of Probation: Probation has been ordered for a specific length of 
time; however, probation shall not be terminated until the Court has both 
reviewed the performance of the probationer and has signed an order discharging 
the probationer. 
VI. ORDER REGARDING RESTITUTION. 
1. Restitution: The Court hereby ORDERS a Judgment of Restitution to be entered in this 
case in the sum of $813.93. A separate written order of restitution shall be entered. LC.§ 
19-5304(2). This amount is payable through the Clerk of the District Court to be 
disbursed to the appropriate parties in this matter. 
2. Restitution for Public Defender Services: The Court hereby ORDERS the defendant 
shall pay $500.00 restitution to Twin Falls County for reimbursement for the services of 
the public defender. LC. § 19-852. This amount is payable through the Clerk of the 
District Court to be disbursed to Twin Falls County. 
VII. NO BOND TO EXONERATE. 
The conditions of bail having never been met in this case, there is no bail to be exonerated. 
I.C.R. 46(g). 
VIII. ORDER ON PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORTS. 
The parties are hereby ordered to return their respective copies of the presentence investigative 
reports to the deputy clerk of the court's custody and use of said report shall thereafter be 
governed by I.C.R. 32(h)(l), (2), and (3). 
IX. ENTRY OF JUDGMENT- PROBATION - RECORD BY CLERK. 
The Court orders the Judgment and record be entered upon the minutes and that the record be 
assembled, prepared and filed by the Clerk of the Court in accordance with l.C. § 19-2519(a). 
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X. RIGHT TO APPEAL/LEA VE TO APPEAL IN FORMA P AUPERIS. 
The Right: The Court advised the defendant, of the right to appeal this judgment within forty 
two (42) days of the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the court. l.C.R. 33(a)(3), l.A.R. 14(a). 
In Forma Pauperis: The Court further advised the defendant of the right of a person who is 
unable to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the 
right as an indigent to proceed without liability for court costs and fees and the right to be 
represented by a court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant. l.C.R. 33(a)(3), I.C. § 19-
852(a)(l) and (b )(2). 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: 
SIGNED: 
. RICHARD BEV AN, District Judge 
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State of Idaho, 
County of Twin Falls 




I, RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states that I 
reviewed Exhibit 1, General Conditions of Probation, and Exhibit 2, Specific Conditions of 
Probation. That I have received a copy of this JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A 
PLEA OF GUILTY TO ONE FELONY COUNT, SUSPENDING SENTENCE AND 
ORDER PLACING DEFENDANT ON PROBATION, I.C. § 19-2601(2) and (5), that I 
understand the terms of that probation, and I agree to abide by the conditions outlined in this 
order. I further certify that I have read and understand each term of probation. 
RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ 
Witnessing Probation Officer 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
I.C.R. 49(b) 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
I, Shelley Bartlett, Deputy Clerk for the County of Twin Falls do hereby certify that on the day 
of S'-\,:r 10 , filed the original and caused to be served a true and correct copy of the 
above and foregoing document: JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A PLEA OF 
GUILTY TO ONE FELONY COUNT, SUSPENDING SENTENCE AND ORDER 
PLACING DEFENDANT ON PROBATION, I.C. § 19-2601(2) and (5), to each of the 
persons as listed below: 
Prosecuting Attorney: Melissa Kippes 
Defense Counsel: Peter Hatch 
Twin Falls County Jail 
Idaho Department of Probation 
Idaho Department of Corrections 






GENERAL CONDITIONS OF PROBATION 
IMPOSED AT THE REQUEST OF IDAHO DEPT. OF CORRECTION 
I.C. §§ 20-219, 19-2601(5), and I.C.R. 33(d). 
APENDICE 1 
ORDENDE JUEZ 
CONDICIONES GENERALES DE LA LIBERTAD CONDICIONAL 
IMPUESTO A LA PETICION DE DEPARTAMENTO DE CORRECCIONES DE IDAHO 
I.C. §§ 20-219, 19-2601(5), and I.C.R. 33(d). 
1. Supervision Level: The defendant's level of supervision, including caseload type and e]ectr·onic monitming shall 
be determined by the Idaho Dept of Correction. __ _ 
Nivel de Vigilancia: El nivel de vigi]ancia de] acusado, incluso,Z~ficacion de caso y vigilancia e]ectronica 
sera deterrninada por el Departamento de C01Tecciones de Idaho . 
2. Laws and Conduct: The defendant shall obey all municipal, county, state and federal laws. The defendant shall 
comply with all lawful requests of any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction. The defendant shall be completely 
truthful at all times with any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction. During any contact with law enforcement 
personnel the defendant shall provide their identity, notify the officer(s) that they are under supervision and 
provide the name of their supervising officer. The defendant shall notify their supervising officer of the contact 
within 24 hours. 
Leyes y Conducta: El acusado obedecera todas las !eyes municipales, de! condado, estata]es y federa]es. El 
acusado obedecera con cada solicitud legal de cualquiera de las agentes de! Departamento de Correcciones de 
Idaho. El acusado dira la verdad siempre a las agentes de! Departamento de Correcciones de Idaho. Durante 
todos las contactos con las agentes de orden publico el acusado proveera su identidad, y notificara el agente 
que esta bajo vigilancia y dara el nombre de agente vigilante. El acusado notificara su agente vigilante de] 
contacto dentro de 24 horas. R JY1 
3. Residence: The defendant shall not change residence without first obtaining permission from an authorized agent 
of the Idaho Dept of Correction. __ _ 
Domicilio: El acusado no cambiara de domici]io sin primero obtener permiso de un agente autorizado de 
Departamento de Con-ecciones de Idaho.~ 
4. Reporting: The defendant shall report to his/her supervising officer as directed. The defendant shall provide 
h11thful and accurate information or documentation whenever requested by the Idaho Dept of Conection. __ _ 
Presentarse ante el agente vigilante: El acusado debera presentarse ante el agente vigilante cuando le sea 
requerido. Debera ademas proveer infonnacion o documentacion veraz y precisa cada vez que le sea requerida 
par el Departamento de Conecciones de Idaho.. fJ.. tYl 
5. Travel: The defendant shall not leave the State of Idaho or the assigned dish·ict without first obtaining pernussion 
from his/her supervising officer. __ _ 
Viajes: El acusado no dejara el estado de Idaho o el distrito asignado sin primero obtener pernuso de! agente 
vigilante___,_{)..-'-#-M"-"-------
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6. Extradition: If the defendant leave the State of Idaho, with or without mission, the defendant does 
hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho and will not contest any effort to retum the defendant to the State 
ofldaho. __ _ 
Extradici6n: Si el acusado sale de! estado de Idaho, con o sin penniso, el acusado renuncia por el presente a su 
derecho a un proceso de extradici6n al estado de Idaho y no es opondra a los esfuerzos para regresarlo al estado 
de Idaho. f<M 
7. Employment/Alternative Plan: The defendant shall seek and maintain gainful, verifiable, full-time employment. 
The defendant shall not accept, cause to be terminated from, or change employment without first obtaining 
written pennission from his/her supervising officer. In lieu of full-time employment, the defendant may 
pa1ticipate in full-time education, a combination of employment and education, vocational program or other 
alternative plan based on the offender's specific situation and as approved by his/her supervising officer. __ _ 
Ernpleo/Arreglo alternativo: El acusado buscara y mantendra trabajo de jomada completa remunerado, y 
verificable. El acusado no aceptani, ni causani su despido, ni cambiara de empleo, sin primero obtener el 
perrniso escrito de! agente vigilante. En lugar de trabajo de jomada completa, el acusado puede participar en un 
programa educativo de jomada completa o una combinaci6n de trabajo y educaci6n, un programa vocacional u 
otro programa altemativo segun la situaci6n especifica de! acusado y si es aprobado por el agente 
vigilante.-8.M, 
8. Alcohol: The defendant shall not purchase, possess, or consume alcoholic beverages in any fo1m and will not 
enter any establishment where alcohol is a primary source of 
Alcohol: El acusado no comprara, poseera, ni consumini bebidas alcoh61icas en ninguna forma y no entrara en 
un establecimiento en el cual la venta de alcohol es el fuente principal de ingiesos. g M 
9. Controlled Substances: The defendant shall not use or possess any illegal drug. The defendant shall not use or 
possess any paraphernalia for the purpose of ingesting any illegal drug or any substance that simulates the effect 
of an illegal drug. The defendant shall not use or possess any controlled substances unless lawfully prescribed 
for him/her by a licensed physician or dentist. The defendant shall use medications only in the manner 
prescribed by their physician or 
Sustancia Controlada: El acusado no usara ni poseera una droga ilegal. El acusado no usara ni poseera 
instrumentos usado para ingerir drogas ilicitas o substancias que estimulan el efecto de una droga ilicita. El 
acusado no usara ni poseera sustancias controladas a menos que le sean recetadas por un medico o dentista con 
!icencia. El acusado solo usara medicamentos en la manera recetada por su medico o dentista. {< M 
10. Firearms/Weapons: The defendant shall not purchase, carry, possess or have control of any firearms, chemical 
weapons, electronic weapons, or other dangerous weapons. Other dangerous weapons may include, 
but are not limited to: knives with blades over two and one half inches in length, switch-blade knives, brass 
knuckles, swords, tbrnwing stars and other martial arts weapons. Any weapons or fiream1S seized will be 
forfeited to IDOC for disposal. The defendant shall not reside in any location that contains fiream1S unless the 
firearms are secured and this portion of the rule is exempted in writing by the District Manager. __ _ 
Armas de Fuego/Annas: El acusado no comprara, llevara consigo, poseera ni tendril. el control de am1as de 
fuego, armas quimicas, a1mas electronicas, explosivos, u otras armas peligrosas. Otras am1as peligrosas 
incluyen pero no estan limitadas a: navajas con hojas de mas de dos y media pulgadas de largo, navaja de 
resorte, nudilleras, espadas, estrellas ninja, "Throwing Stars" u otras a1mas de arte marcial. Todas las armas 
confiscadas, de fuego o de otro tipo, seran entregadas a IDOC para ser eliminadas. El acusado no podra residir 
en un lugar donde hayan a1mas de fuego a menos que las annas de fuego esten debidamente guardadas y que 
esta porci6n de las reglas sea exenta de cumplimiento por escrito por el Director de Distrito B.M. 
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11. Search: The defendant shall _ to the search of his/her person, residen icle, personal prope1iy, and 
other real property or strnctures wned or leased by the defendant or for whic e defendant is the controlling 
authority conducted by any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction or law enforcement officer. The defendant 
waives his/her Fourth Amendment Rights concerning searches. __ _ 
Registro: El acusado consentira al registros por un agente de Depaiiamento de Correcciones de Idaho de su 
persona, residencia, vehiculo, bienes personales y otros bienes inmuebles o estrncturas que pertenecen o sean 
alquiladas por el acusado o aquellas en la cuales el acusado sea la persona en control de la rnisma. El acusado 
renuncia al derecho gargtizado en la cuarta enmienda a la Constitucion de los Estados Unidos de America en 
relacion a los registros. M 
12. Cost of Supervision: The defendant shall comply with Idaho Code 20-225, which authorizes the Idaho 
Dept of Correction to collect a cost of supervision fee. The defendant shall make payments as prescribed in 
his/her monthly cost of supervision bill. __ _ 
Costo de la vigilancia: El acusado cumplira con lo establecido en el Codigo de Idaho 20-225, el cual autoriza 
al Depa1iamento de Correcciones de Idaho a cobrar una taza por el costo de la supervision. El acusado 
efectuara los pagos de acuerdo a lo establecido en la factura mensual de! costo de supervision. A M 
13. Associations: The defendant shall not associate with any person(s) designated by any agent of the Idaho Dept of 
Correction. 
Asociaciones: El acusado no asociara con cada persona designada por todo agente de Departamento de 
Correcciones. ~ M 
14. Substance Abuse Testing: The defendant shall submit to any test for alcohol or controlled substances as 
requested and directed by any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction or law enforcement officer. The defendant 
may be required to obtain tests at their own expense. If the results of the test indicate an adulterant has been 
used to interfere with the results, that test will be deemed to have been positive. __ _ 
Amilisis para detectar abuso de sustancias: El acusado debera someterse a cualquier prueba de alcohol o 
drogas cuando le sea ordenado por cualquier agente de! Departamento de Conecciones de Idaho o de! orden 
publico. El acusado podra ser ordenado de pagar por las pruebas por SU propia cuenta. Silos resultauMdican 
la presencia de un adulterante para interferir con los resultados, ese analisis sera declarado positivo. 
15. Evaluation and Program Plan: The defendant shall obtain any treatment evaluation deemed necessary and as 
ordered by the Court or any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction. The defendant shall meaningfully participate 
in and successfully complete any treatment, counseling or other programs deemed beneficial and as directed by 
the Court or any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction. The defendant may be required to attend treatment, 
counseling or other programs at their own expense. __ _ 
Evaluaci6n y Programas: El acusado obtendra cada evaluacion para tratarnientos declaradas necesarias y 
ordenadas por el juez o agente de Departamento de Conecciones de Idaho. El acusado participara 
significativamente y cumplira cada tratamiento, consejo, u otro programa declarado de beneficio y ordenado por 
el juez u agente de Departamento de Conecciones de Idaho. El acusado puede ser ordenado a asistir terapias, 
consejos u otros programas a su propio costo. A. M 
16. Cooperation with Supervision: When home, the defendant shall answer the door for the probation officer. The 
defendant shall allow the probation officer to enter their residence, other real property, place of employment and 
vehicle for the purpose of visitation, inspections and other supervision functions. The defendant shall not 
possess, install or use any monitoring instrument, camera, or other surveillance device to observe or alert them 
to the approach of his/her probation officer. The defendant shall not keep any vicious or dangerous dog or other 
animal on or in their property that the probation officer perceives as an impediment to accessing the defendant 
or their property. __ _ 
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Cooperaci6n con vigilancia: Cua.ndo en casa, el acusado abrini la puerta al de libertad condicional. El 
acusado permitira al agente de !ibertad condicional entrar la residencia, otros bienes raices, lugar de empleo, 
vehiculo para visitar, inspeccionar, y otros aspectos de la vigilancia. El acusado no poseera, instalar, o usar un 
instrumento para vigilar, camera u otro aparato para vigilar para observar o sefialar que se acerca el agente de 
libertad condicional. El acusado no mantendra el peno bravo ni peligroso u otro animal en su propiedad que el 
agente percibe como un impedimenta al aseso al acusado o su propiedad. P, M 
17. Absconding Supervision: The defendant will not leave the state or the assigned district in an effort to 
abscond or flee supervision. The defendant shall make himself/herself available for supervision and 
program participation as instructed by the probation officer and will not actively avoid supervision. __ _ 
Evitar Vigilancia: El acusado no saldra de! estado o distrito asignado en un esfuerzo de evitar vigilancia. El 
acusado estara disponible para la vigilancia y participaci6«,rograma como instruido por el agente de la libertad 
condicional y no activamente tratar de evitar vigilancia. AA 
18. Court Ordered Financial Obligations: The defendant shall pay all costs, fees, fines and restitution in the 
amount and manner and to the parties ordered by the Comi. The defendant shall make payments as ordered by 
the Court or as designated in a Payment Agreement and Promissory Note to be completed with an agent of the 
Idaho Dept of Conection. __ _ 
Obligaciones financieras or den ad as por el j uez: El acusado pagara todos los costos, cuotas, multas e 
indemnizaci6n en la cantidad y manera y a las partes ordenados por el juez. El acusado pagara como ordenado 
por el juez o como designado en el acuerdo financiero hecho con el agente de Departamento de Conecciones 
de Idaho. (}._ Nl 
I 9. Confidential Informant: The defendant shall not act as a confidential informant for law enforcement, except as 
allowed in Idaho Dept. of Correction policy and with the written consent of both the Court and the Idaho Dept. 
of Conection. 
Informante Confidencial: El acusado no actuara como un inforrnante confidencial por agencias de orden 
publico, a menos si es permitido en las regalas de! Departamento de Correcciones de Idaho y con el permiso 
escrito de ambos el juez y el Departamento de Conecciones de Idaho. RM 
20. Intrastate/Interstate Violations: If allowed to transfer supervision to another district or state the defendant 
agrees to accept any violation allegation documents purportedly submitted by the agency/officer supervising the 
defendant in the receiving district or state as admissible into evidence as credible and reliable. The defendant 
waives any right to confront the author of such documents. __ _ 
Incumplimientos Entre el estado y lnterestatal: Si pemritido a trasladar vigilancia a otro distrito o estado el 
acusado estara de acuerdo a aceptar todos los documentos relacionados con acusaciones de incumplimientos de 
la libertad condicional supuestamente presentados por la agencia/agente vigilando el acusado en el nuevo 
distrito o estado como objetos de prueba admisibles, creibles, y confiables. El acusado renunciara todo derecho 
de confrontar el autor de los documentos. R M 
21. Additional Rules: The defendant agrees that other supervision mies may be imposed depending on the district 
or specific field office that provides his/her supervision. At all times, these additional rules will be imposed 
only after considering the successful supervision of the defendant and the secure operation of the district or 
specific field office. All additional mies will be explained to the defendant and provided to him/her, in writing, 
by an agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction. __ _ 
Regalas Adicionales: El acusado estara de acuerdo que otras regalas pueden ser irnpuestos dependiendo de! 
distrito u oficia especifica que suministrara la vigilancia. En cada etapa, estas reglas adicionales seran impuestas 
solo despues de una consideraci6n de la vigilancia satisfactoria de! acusado y la funci6n seguro de! distrito u 
oficina especifica. Todas regalas adicionales seran explicadas al acusado y provisto a el, en escrito, por un 
agente de! Departamento de Correcciones de Idaho. RM 





SPECIFIC CONDITIONS OF PROBATION 
DVIPOSED IN ADDITION TO THE EXHIBIT 1 GENERAL CONDITIONS 
LC. § 20-221 
ORDENADO POR EL JUEZ 
CONDICIONES ESPECIFICAS DE LA LIBERT AD CONDICIONAL 
IMPUEST AS EN ADDICION DEL APENDICE 1 CONDICIONES GENERALES 
I.C. § 20-221 
l. Stipulate to the admission of test results: Should the defendant be requested to submit to tests for controlled 
substances, the defendant shall stipulate to the admission of those blood, urine, or breath test results in the fo1m 
of a certified affidavit at any probation hearing following a judicial determination that live testimonial evidence 
would otherwise be impractical. However, the defendant, at the defendant's own expense may have the lab 
analysis of the defendant's blood, urine, or breath performed at an in-state approved lab of the defendant's 
choosing upon notifying the official administering the test at the time the test is requested. __ 
Estipulaci6n a la admision de los resueltazos de los analisis: Si le pide al acusado a someter al amilisis para 
detectar una sustancia controlada, el acusada estipulara a la admisi6n de los resultados de! analisis de sangre, 
orina, o aliento en la forma de un affidavit certificado en las audiencias de incumplimientos de la libertad 
condicional despues la determinaci6njudicial que testimonio en vivo no sera practico. Sin embargo, el acusado 
puede despues de informar el agente que administre el analisis en el momento que le pide someter al analisis y 
a su ro io costo seleccionar el laboratorio aprobado por el estado para hacer el analisis de la sangre, orina, o 
aliento. ........~~ 
2. Discretionary county jail time to be served in the future: The defendant shall serve not more than 30 days in 
the county jail at the discretion of the defendant's probation officer, with the prior approval of the Court. Any 
time spent in jail pursuant to an Agent's Wa1Tant and/or for absconding supervision does not count against this 
discretionary jail time. __ 
Dias futuros para ser pasados en la carcel al discrecion al agente: El acusado no pasara mas que 30 dias 
en la ca.reel de! condado a la discreci6n del agente de la libertad condicional con el pe1miso previo de! Juez. 
Los dias pasados en la carcel por raz6n de orden de arresto de agente o porque el acusado esconde de la 
vigilancia no cuentan como dias de discreci6n al agente.-B..M,_ 
3. Polygraph examinations: The defendant shall submit to polygraph examinations at the defendant's own 
expense when requested to do so by the defendant's probation officer. __ 
Examen para detectar mentiras. A las instancias de! agente de la libertad condicional el acusado sometera al 
examen para detectar mentiras y pagara el costo.~ 
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I have read, or have had read to me, the above conditions of probation contained in EXHIBIT 1 and 
EXHIBIT 2. I understand and accept theses conditions of supe1vision. I agree to abide by and confo1m to them and 
understand that my failure to do so may result in the submission of a report of violation to the sentencing authority 
and revocation of my probation. 
Defendant Signature Witnessing Probation Officer's Signature 
Date Witnessing Probation Officer's Name (printed) 
He leido o alguien me ha leido, las anteriores condiciones de la libertad condicional escritas en Apendice 1 y 
Apendice 2. Entiendo y acepto estas condiciones de vigilancia. Estoy de acuerdo a cumplirlas y entiendo que falta 
de cumplirlas puede resultar en la presentaci6n de un informe de incumplimiento al Juez que me dict6 la pena y la 
revocaci6n de la libertad condicional. 
Firnia de! acusado 
£.G:-2010 
Fecha 
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Firma de! agente de libertad Condicional que lo atestigu6 
Nombre de! agente de Libe1iad Condicional que lo atestigu6 
(Letra de molde) 
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TO: THE ABOVE NAMED PROSECUTOR, GRANT LOEBS, AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant, Raul Martinez-Gonzalez, appeals against the 
above-named respondent, the State ofldaho, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
DISMISS OR SUPPRESS thereto entered on March 3, 2010, in the Twin Falls County 
District Court, the Honorable G. Richard Bevan, presiding. 
Notice of Appeal 1-
rsoor10~ 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgment or order described in paragraph 1 is an appealable order under and pursuant to I.A.R. 
l l(c)(l). 
3. The appellant intends to raise the following issues on appeal, provided that this 
list of issues on appeal is not exhaustive, and shall not prevent the appellant from asserting 
other issues on appeal. 
(a) Memorandum Decision and Order RE: Defendant's Motion to Dismiss 
or Suppress entered on March 3, 2010. 
4. Appellant requests the preparation of the entire standard clerk's record as 
defined in I.A.R. 28(b) except for Pre-Sentence Investigation Reports. The appellant also 
requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's transcript: 
(a) Reporter's Transcript of the Suppression Hearing held on February 
23, 2010. 
5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record, in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b)(2): 
(a) Defendants Motion to Dismiss or Suppress and Memorandum in 
Support filed December 1, 2009. 
6. I ce1tify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal is being served on the reporter. 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho Code 
31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 27(e); 
,.,onr1n~ 
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( c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal 
case (Idaho Code 31-3220, 3 l-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8); 
( d) That arrangements have been made with Twin Falls County who will be 
responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is 
indigent, Idaho Code 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e); 
( e) That service is being made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to I.A.R. 20. 
DATED This / °/ day of May, 2010. 
Peter M. Hatch 
Deputy Public Defender 
,..onr10E 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the h_ day of May, 2010, NOTICE OF 
APPEAL was served as follows: 
By delivering a true and correct copy of the foregoing to the following by placing said 
copy in the appropriately-marked mailbox/folder located in the Court Services Department of 
the Twin Falls County Courthouse: 
GRANT LOEBS 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
Court Reporter 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
By U.S. Mail, with postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the following: 
Clerk of the Idaho Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720 
Attorney General's Office 
P.O. Box 83720 Room, 210 
Boise, ID 83720 
Office of the State Appellate Public Defender 
3 64 7 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83 706 
A 
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OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Telephone: (208)734-1155 
Fax#: (208) 734-1161 
Idaho State Bar# 7421 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 















CASE NO. CR 09-11300 
NOTICE AND ORDER 
APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT 
APPEAL 
TO: The Office of the Idaho State Appellate Public Defender: 
The above named petitioner/appellant has filed an notice of appeal on May 19, 2010, 
( copy attached) and/or has moved the Court for appointment of an appellate public defender in 
direct appeal of the Memorandum Decision and Order RE: Defendant's Motion to Dismiss or 
Suppress entered on March 3, 2010, by Honorable G. Richard Bevan, District Judge, Twin Falls 
County. 
This Court being satisfied that said defendant-appellant is a needy person entitled to the 
ORDER 
'"00 1 lOA 
services of the State Appellate Public Defender per§ 19-863A, Idaho Code, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, per §19-870, Idaho Code, that you are appointed to 
represent the defendant-appellant in all matters as indicated herein, or until relieved by further 
order of the court. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to I.AR. Rule 1, the parties, the Clerk of the court 
and the Court Reporter, shall follow the established Idaho Appellate Rules in the preparation of 
this appeal record. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the State Appellate Public Defender's Office is 
provided the following information by the Court: 
1) A copy of the Memorandum Decision and Order RE: Defendant's Motion to 
Dismiss or Suppress entered on March 3, 2010. 
2) A copy of the Motion to Dismiss or Suppress and Memorandum in Support filed 
on December 1, 2009. 
3) A copy of the Notice of Appeal or Application. 
4) A copy of the Register of Actions in this matter. 
5) A copy of the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report. 
ORDER 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have thid..Z day of ~ , 20 IO served a true and 
correct copy of the attached NOTICE AND ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL by placing a copy in the United States mail, 
postage prepaid, addressed to: 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3 64 7 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
Court Reporter 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORN"EY GENERAL 
Statehouse, Room 210 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83 720 
Clerk of the Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83 720 
ORDER 
~oor110 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ®0RRIDf!TION 
"" · Id b b b s .r. A JWIN FALLS .CO. IDAHO rrocecr:111g a o i ro11g . _a1ety, cco11ntaCJ1!1ty, ParMf:~ 
and Opportu111t1es for O/fe11der Change" · 




Special Progress Report 
May 21, 2010 __ p ...... 1:: ___ DEPUTY 
Honorable G. Richard Bevan 
Fifth District Judge 
Twin Falls County Courthouse 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
Dear Judge Bevan, 
RE: MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, Raul 
Twin Falls Co. Case#: CR2009-11300 
I DOC #: 96978 
Mr. Martinez-Gonzales was sentence by the Court for the felony crime of 
Possession of a Controlled Substance on May 17, 2010. Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez 
received a sentence of 2 - 5 years, suspended, and five (5) years of probation. 
Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez was deported by Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
(ICE) on May 20, 2010. Due to Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez being removed from the 
United States the Idaho Department of Correction is unable to provide 
supervision. I am respectfully recommending that Mr. Martinez-Gonzalez's 
probation be moved to court probation. 
am la McCarr([l, rff 
Sr. Probation & Parole Officer 
Approved: ~~ 
7 
Dawn Anderson, District Manager 
CC: Prosecuting Attorney 
Defense Attorney 
TO: CLERK OF THE COURT 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT 
P . 0 . BOX 8 3 72 0 
BOISE, IDAHO 83720-0101 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent, 
vs. DOCKET NO. 37737 
RAUL MARTINEZ-GONZALEZ, 
Appellant. 
NOTICE OF REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this date I lodged a 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL of 59 pages in the 
above-entitled appeal, with the Clerk of the District Court, 
County of Twin Falls, in the Fifth Judicial District. 
E-Mail Delivery to: sctfilings@idcourts.net; 
transcripts@sapd.state.id.us. 
DATED this 30th day of June, 2010. 
Virginia Bailey 
D1gita[ly signed by Virginia Bailey 
DN: cn=Virginia Bailey, o, ou, ema1l=ginnybaili!)l@hotmail.com, 
c=US 
Data:2010.D6.2914:'16:5B·06'00' 
Virginia M. Bailey, RPR, CSR No. 262 
Official Court Reporter 
Fifth Judicial District 
State of Idaho 
NOTICE OF REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
'00t112 
State of Idaho v. Raul Martinez-Gonzalez Transcript on Appeal 
I N D E X 
DATES OF HEARINGS 




Direct Examination by Defendant 
Cross Examination 
Redirect Examination 














"Tow Away Zone" 
C Close-up Photograph 6, 12 12 
"Tow Away Zone" sign 
D Aerial Photograph 6, 14 15 
From Google Earth 
2 
Virginia M. Bailey, RPR, CSR No. 262 
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SUPREME COURT NO. 37737-2010 
DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 09-11300 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
___ D_e_fe_n_d_a_n_t/A_p-p_e_ll_an_t_1 ___ ) 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that the 
foregoing CLERK'S RECORD on Appeal in this cause was compiled and bound under my 
direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of the pleadings and documents 
requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above-entitled 
cause, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court. 
WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 13th day of July, 2010. 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK ~rictturt 
Deput1/ Clerk ~ 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 














SUPREME COURT NO. 37737-2010 
DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 09-11300 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify: 
That the following is a list of exhibits to the record that have been filed during the 
course of this case. 
Defendant's Exhibit A, photo of El Milagro sign, Motion to Suppress Hearing 2-23-2010 
Defendant's Exhibit B, photo of speed sign, Motion to Suppress Hearing 2-23-2010 
Defendant's Exhibit C, photo of Tow Away sign, Motion to Suppress Hearing 2-23-2010 
Defendant's Exhibit D, aerial photo, Motion to Suppress Hearing 2-23-2010 
Taped Transcript Preliminary Hearing, November 13, 2009, Filed December 18, 2009 
\ 
Pre Sentence Investigation Report (Confidential), Filed May 12, 2010 
In WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 13 th day of July, 2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - 1 
KRISTIN A GLASCOCK 
Clerk of the District Court 
'00f115 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 











SUPREME COURT NO. 37737-2010 
DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 09-11300 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, KRISTIN A GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD and 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
MOLLY HUSKEY 
State Public Defender 
364 7 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
LAWRENCE WASDEN 
Attorney General 
Statehouse Mail Room 210 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said this 13th 
day of July, 2010. 
KRISTIN A GLASCOCK 
C 
ficate of Service 1 . OOC116 
